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A bstract 
The Web-enabled Fulfi ll ment System is hnsicnlly n Wt'h site thnt enables suppliers to automate 
and structure the order fulfillment process to help t' nsure thnt µroducts and services meet or 
exceed customer's exact requirements incluciing qunlity. quant ity and specifications. The 
intel ligence of the system will he pl nc·~d on 1ht' scf\ er \\'here all calculations and business ru les 
arc applies. 
13usiness-to-Business (028) E-Commerce implies that both the sellers and buyers are business 
corporations. Purchase order is use as the sy~t em default as the business partners ~arely use credit 
card for payment Therefore, the order fulfillment process begins when an approved order is 
routed to the supplier The supplier begins to pick the products, allocate an appropriate 
warehouse, consolidate the products, deliver the products and etc. The process complete when 
every product in a panicular order has been fulfill ed. 
Web-enabled Fulfillment System is pl :anned to be developed by using Microsoll Visunl ln1c1 k' 
and Active crver Pages (ASP) technologies on the Window 2000 Server pl111fo1m t-. 11 1 n~nn 
SQL 'ervcr 2000 is used for the database pur pose 
With the lat est and powerful techno lo~iY. the-system is not only expected to be wnrknbk . but also 
highly cllicient in terms of execution speed nnd response time The s stem ck s1gn is dynamic 
and suppo11 ing concu11 cnt usc1 s to intl!ract " i1h the system over the ln1 c11h!t 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Defini tion 
Electronic Commerce (E-Commercc) 1s n11 emerging concept that describes the process of 
buying and selling or exchanging of products. services nnd information via computer networks. 
Business-to-Business (1328) E-Commerce implies that both the sellers and buyers are business 
corporations. 828 E-Commercc covers a broad spectmm of applications that enables an 
enterprise or business to form electronic relat ionships with their distributors, retailers, 
manufacturers, suppliers and other partners. 
The current project will develop a 828. portal that will exploit the Internet as the core 
communication medium between business partners. Historically, procurement in business has 
been a large and complex exercise; especially in large enterprises. The amount of stock involved 
is usually large and the range of choices that managers can choose from is equally wide. The 
process of contacting the suppliers and establishing a preference amongst the lot cnn be n long 
and tedious process. In addition to that, the process ah o is delayed due to communicntion clelnys 
wi th the suppliers. Through the electro nic exchange of in fornwtion wi th suppli er!\, di . tributors 
and retailers via the 828 portal, compani es can bett er direct the production. inventory and 
distribut ion of goods and more promptly alter prices and production strat egics 
The 828 portal allows business partners to browse th rough the products suppon cd by other 
partners. The integrated database allows product search and comparison to be done much easier 
because the result can be displayed on H single screen for easy comparison The 828 ponnl nlso 
help partners increase revenue by providing a mechanism to up-sell nnct cross-sell thc..:ir product. 
This market fi nd techniques has proven to be very effective in pushing out a company's product 
Besides that, for a scalable and fl exible solut ion, the 820 portal also provide · n fnst and cnicicnt 
way to alter th l! prnccss work flow concerning th l! nppr ovn l of purchase orders This rs vital a:-
busi ncss 1 ulcs co11ccrning busi 11css-lt>-husincss procurcrrn.:nt nrc flu id 
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Business becomes much more fl exible, as 828 technl) lqgk s ennblr multip le choice of trading 
partners, suppliers and transport logistics - criti cn l t'qr ~ll ~Cl'Sstlt ll y meeting demanding changes 
in market requirements, or speciali st order. ldcn ll)i, \Wh-bnsed fulfi llment system improves 
effi ciency with choice. Orders that arc taken from the web have to be fulfilled . Fulfillment 
involves taking the products from the warehouse shelf right up to delivering it to the customer' s 
doorstep. 
The development of the portal is decomposed into three major modules, which are: 
I .Product and catalogue management and purchasing system 
2.0rder routing system 
3. Web-enabled f-ulfillm ent System 
The Web-enabled Fulfillment System is emphasized in this report. 
2 
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1.2 P roj ect Motivation 
I.Reduced transaction cost 
Operating or any company will be streamlined nnd ta1'.e ad\'antages of shared technologies 
infrastructu re to cut transaction costs Automntion or mnnual process and information flows 
saves labor, paper, fax and phone sci ice ccu s 
2.Colla L>ora t ion 
Increased coll aboration between transact ion parties reduces cycle times, enhances speed of 
delivery and creates stronger relationshi p between parties. 
3.Empowcrm cnt of the purchas ing fun ction 
828 portal provide the immediate avai labi lity of information and products which can increase 
buyer' s productivity. 
4.lmprovc info rmation management 
Management rcponing has been a constant fru strating weakness for most co111puteri1cd system 
By changing the way the business process Interacts with the other compnnics in the suppl · rnd 
production chain, 828 allows users to view and react to event s as they unfo ld, 1 csponding 
instantly to unforeseen problem and unfolding opportunities. Such infonnation cnn be logg ·d 
and analyzed. Following this, predictive and proactive management strntcgics cnn be put into 
play. 
3 
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1.3 Project Objective 
The objectives of developing Web-cnnblcd f7ultill mcnt Svstcm are: 
I. To enable suppliers to nutomntc and ~tructure the order fulfil lment process. 
2 To help ensure thnt products nnd scr\l ices meet or exceed customers exact 
rcquircmcrll 
3. To keep close trnck of goods in transit in different warehouse. 
4. To provide onlinc in formation regardless of location. 
5. To reduce time periods of products to market. 
6. To reduce paper-based 1rnnsac1ion. 
The target users for the web-enabled Ful fi llment System are those who are in the supply chain, 
which arc the supplier, delivery agents, manufacturer, resellers, distributors or retailers. 
,, 
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1.4 Project Scope 
The current project emphasis on developed a prrn:url' ll\Cnt system ns th~ basic development of 
the B2B portal The overall system structure c11n b1..' d~scribed ns the fo llowing diagram. 
AnJlys is 
Workfl ow process 
for order approval ~ 
.--------. 
Sales channel r:ulfi llment of 
Procurement system purchase order 
Customer Service 
Channel 
Figure I. I A general business-to-business system structure 
As the Business-to-business system is large and compl icated, this project i. 1u11 rowed down and 
focuses primarily on: 
I. Web-enabled Procurement platfo rm (Snlcs Channel) 
2 W 01 know syst Clll fo1 I out ing of 01 de1 s 
3 Wcb-crrnblccl Fulfi ll ment System 
As mentioned c111 lier, th is project is pri marily focused on the Web-enabled Fulfillment ystem 
The Wch·cnnl>lcd Fullill111e11t System is basically a ' cb-!-rte thnt enables suppliers to automate 
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and structure the order fulfillment process to help ensure tlhl l p rodm.·t s and services mee1 or 
exceed customers exact requirement including qun nt ity. qualit\'. spcciticatlons. time of delivery 
and other terms and cond itions. The int clligcncc nr 1he S\'Stt~m \\ill be placed on the server where 
all calculations and business rules arc applies 
The order fullillmcnt process begins when nn nppro\'cd order is routed to the supplier. The 
suppli er begins to pick the products, allocate nn appropriate warehouse, consolidate the products, 
deliver the products and etc. The process complete when every product in a particular order has 
been fulfill ed. 
The scope/features of the Web-enabled f-'ulfillment System is as follow: 
:,... Al low supplier to check stock available in the warehouse. 
).- Allow supplier to pick the ordered products in batch. 
,, Allow supplier to generate the pick batch based on some selection criteria, \\'hich 
arc pick by quantity and pick.by delivery agent. 
>- System automatically removed the orders that cannot be fu lfill ed in the Bn k 
Order File. 
:,... Enable the supplier to consolidate products that cnn be found m Sl!\·crnl 
warehouses. 
:,... There is a product breakdown for every pick batch to allow the supplil!r to h \vc 
the details of each product 
;,. Allow supplier to view the products that arc nut of warehouse (clclivc1cd to 
customer) 
;,. Display all the fulfilled onkrs 
:,... Allow supplier to view thl! needed information in n' cb-hnsccl table form Un
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The limitations of the Web-enabled Fulfillment System arc. 
,_ It does not incorporate any onlinc pnymcnt systl.'m ns tht' system is configured to use 
purchase order as an alternative. 
,_ Product shipment is not incluckd in the syst l' tn 
,. Process or contacting the delivery agents tn pk k up the orders 1s not included in the 
system. 
,_ Invoicing is not included in the system. 
r Currency and language selection ·are not available. Malaysia Ringgit and English 
language are used as the system default . 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
In view of developing the project, a project s ' hl'duk is planned ns a guideline to manage the 
time and tasks that need to be accomplished, A project development schedule is highly 
needed to ensure that effort is distribut ed within the prescribed time to make the best use of 
resource~ . The Web-enabled Fulfillment ystem development is divided into six phases, 
whi ch arc system study, system analysis. system design, system coding, system testing and 
documentation. 
The schedule of the project is as shown in the Gantt chart below. 
Figure 1.2 Gantt chart for Project Schedu le 
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1.6 Overview of Dissertation 
The first chapter gives an overview of the dctinit inn nt'thc \VdH~nablcd Fulfillment System. 
It also gives an idea of the motivation nnd objective of this dissertation. Finally, it shows the 
scope and schedule for the project. 
The next chapter, which is chapter 2, is represents the literature review. This chapter 
discusses about the terms, concepts and technologies used in this dissertation. Furthermore, it 
also discusses the literatures fo r this dissertation and shows the review for the existing 
system. 
In chapter 3, methodology and the information gathering approaches used will be discussed. 
Besides that , it also discusses the functional requirements and non-functional requirements 
that need to consider during the whole project. Finally, it discusses about the system 
development tools that used. 
Chapter 4 will be focusing on the discussions about the system design. It discusses the 
system architecture, program design, database design as well as the interfa ce design for the 
whole system. 
Chapter 5 will describes the processes and technique of transfers the s. stem design intn 
workable modules and programming codes, setting up the system in the same c11 vi1 onmcnt 
where it will be used. 
In Chapter 6, it will discuss various testing techniques that nrc can icd out throughout the 
development process in order to develop a precise nnd accurate system 
Chapter 7, which is the System evaluat iun, focuses on the post-implemcntntion review to 
determine str engths and limitations/constr ai nts of the sy~tcm The appr.11:-.al \\rll 11bn prn\ tdc 
feasihh: infonnntinn to cnla111cc 1111.: future pr oject 
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The final chaplet, chapter 8, is n sum11ia1 \ ll) the "ht)ll' dt :'st' f! .1ti~)ll .u1d 1l11s \\Ill conclude 
evet ythinv that has been 1e\'1cwcd 111 :ill pt t'\ Hl\1 :- ~·tp pf t'I' 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Review of literature is a background study alH)\lt thl' "- nn\\ kdge and th€ information gained to 
develop this project. The purpose of' this re\'icw of liternlll rl' is to get a better understanding on 
the development tools that can be used to develop n project and also to get a better knowledge on 
the development methodologies used while developing n project. 
Apart from that, the review oflit craturc also enables the developer to do comparison on the past-
developcd projects and study the strength and weakness of it. This will help the author to 
develop a suitable and powerful system. With sufficient knowledge of strengths and limitation 
of several development tools may help the developer to choose the right tool to develop the 
system It will also give an overview of how to improve the weakness and fulfill the requirements 
needed. 
2.1 Electronic Commerce 
2. 1. l Overview 
In this world, much debate has been going on about Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) 
The e-commerce has been int roduced to the world as the digital key clement to the futllrc 
of business and marketing. Si nce then, the e-commerce has lnrgely ndaptcd by compnnics 
and has begun to spread into this digital era like an airborne virus 
Commerce is the exchange or money for goods 01 services bet' een compnni cs nnd/or 
end consumers. Therefore, e-commerce is doing commerce usi ng electronic technology 
such as intrn11cts, cx tranets and the lt)tcrnct 
/\ business can conduct co111111c1cc ci thc1 with end consumers or with other businesses 
While some businesses condm:t commerce wi th end consumers, all bu. inc. scs conduct 
con11 11c1 cc with nthcr businesses Evc1 y busincs relic. upon other companies for 
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supplies, for utilities and for services. When e-commerce occurs between a business and 
an end consumer, the indust ry term for thnt is 13w~int~ss-to-Consumer (B2C). When 
businesses conduct e-commerce with otht'r husint'sscs. this is called Business-to-Business 
(13213) . 
2.1.2 Business-co-Business (1328) 
Internet commerce is growing fast'est among businesses. It is used for coordination 
between the purchasing operat ions of a company and its suppliers; the logistics planners 
in a company and the transportation companies that warehouse and move its products; the 
sales organizations and the wholesalers or retailers that sell its products; and the customer 
service and maintenance operations and the company's customers. 
Companies of all sizes can now communi cate with each other electronica lly through the 
public Internet , networks for company-use onl y (lntranets) or for use by a company nnd 
its business partners (extranets), and priva te value-added networks Grtm th of 8_0 c-
commerce is being driven by lov1cr purchasing costs, reduct ions in inventories, lm' er 
cycle times, more efficient and effective customer service, lower sales and mnrkcting. 
costs and new sales opportunities. 
The 828 commerce is the electronic business transaction between businesses "ith 
business, which can be said as a supplier, and reseller. A supplier (business) who sells 
their products to a reseller (business) is considered as the process of the 828 commerce 
A resel ler is also a supplier, which means that the supplier can be n supplier to nnother 
supplier Clnd to t1 11other and this goes on Clnd 011. 
For i11sta11cc, Cl music store such as the Tower RecordTM, which sel ls musrc CDs. the ' , ill 
have to buy the CDs from the distributors The distributor "ill get the CD. from the 
recm d lnhcl company, the record label company will have to purchase blank CDs. 
pt i11ti11gs of the covers nnd etc This prnct:ss of producing nnd selling music CD. 1s 
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considered B2B commerce. Figure 2.1 shm s the t1ows o f t h~ 828 commerce in the 
music industry. 
Music CD 
Distributor 
Music tore 
Record 
Labels 
CD Cover 
Printing Company 
Blank CD 
Figu rc 2.1 Example flow of the 8 28 commerce in the music industry 
The term B2B has become a part of the business vernacular. Qu ite simpl '· 828 is 
business. which is conducted between businesses via some electronic means From n 
commerce standpoint , 0 28 is when two or more businesses buy, se ll 0 1 striJ..c trndini.t 
partner agreements between themselves using e-commerce 1eclrnology Also, ' hen n 
company orders offi ce supplies or parts, they frequently order the same products ns well 
as the same amounts. Therefore, repeat and standing orders arc n common requirement in 
8 26 When businesses make purchases. they rarely use credit cnrds for pnymcnt t-.1orc 
likely they will have vari ed forms o f payment such as l ines of credi t. open order • 
purchase order and etc. 
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2.1.3 Present and Future of Busincss-to-nnsinr ss E:lrct ronic: Commerce 
In 1997, about $I 0 billion worth or busi n~s :Hn-business trnnsnction were conducted over 
the Internet. According to the cMnrkctcr's just 1dt-nsed eCommerce..;_828 Regort, the 
eMarkcter estimat es that worlch ick hu si n L'S s- tn-lm$ine~s e-commerce wi ll reach $2.7 
trillion by 2004 . l7] 
~~.a .cc<>mm.~.r.~:~ by R~~!on, 2~~~~~ ~1~ .. ~!.~~~~~.~~·········· 
2000 2001 ?002 2003 2004 Asa'lltof 
WOffd~• 
828 
.commerce 
~ 
NO"th /\IT'~lll~ ~1~91 s,J l (> s $.$(>:).~ S?M,;l Sl,60:).S ~7.J~ 
AllJ,1~'\C1nr. $:11>.~ SAA.ti ~~n? s 111?.ij ~:)l)'J,() 1\l!l~ 
r:vro;>e S762 S~:ZA ~,~7 S334. l $797 .. J 7.i..7~ 
1.11':1" •V°'l(;l'ICll S79 HY Sl :TA 1J.16 1. ~8 ·' ....... .?:.::~: ........ 
ll'rH:• r.• •JJlr s.· 7 s.n SS 9 1·1; {> i· n C.<'~ 
t(I~\ 
TOUI S226.2 S44U $141 .1 St ,$.61.f u .n.u 100.0Y. 
S!Mt c. 1?M1.vwter, 2001 
::IX.11)(1 ~')31 •Jl1M·~ta:. I! I, 111\VI ~M~tltflllr.\ rr.r 
Figure 2.2 13213 e-commerce Growth statisti c 
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2.2 Existing System Review 
This section discusses the existing fu lfillment :\ 1:\t l' lll in th1.' markt't nnd in the 828 portal. 
Previous related thesis is not discussed as no thesis related to 13_8 porta l and fulfi ll ment system 
is found. 
2.2.1 Fulfillment System in tlu.' ma rket - Acccl Team Fulfillmen t System 
Thi s section reviews the Ful fi llment System that developed by Acee! Team. Accel Team 
is a developer that had developed a non web-enabled fulfi llment system. The system is 
provided to all kind of users that are involved in the supply chain. 
Basically, this fulfillment system has covered all the basic function that need for order 
fulfi ll ment process Besides that , the interface design of the system is also very user-
friendly to its users This fulfi ll ment system also included inventory management s ·stem 
to keep track the stocks in the warehouse. 
I lowcver, there arc some weaknesses in the Acee! Team Fulfi llment System Firnly. the 
delivery agents are unable to keep track the stocks outside nf the wnrchnusc. ns the 
system is not web-enabled. This brings a lot of inconveniences to them. Besides that, the 
system is fu lly based on the paper-based transaction. The administrators need to print out 
all the report or summary in order to keep trnck their stocks It is relatively slO\ . prone to 
error and difli cult to update 
In conclusion, Acee! Team Fulfillment System pr ovides sufli t.:il!rll n11d quality services 10 
the users 
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2.2.2 Fulfillment System in the B2B portal - Hulfilhm•n t Sp{'tialties Inc. (FS I) 
For this section, there is no thnrough rc,·ie\\' on the Gurrent existing system 
implementation because the dntn in the B28 µortnl are private and confidential. Besides 
that, all most al l the 828 port nls nrc only accessible by registered partner' s users only. 
Therefore, this sect ion only discussed the information on the requirements of the B2B 
po1ial that can be found on their web. ite. 
Fulfillment Specialties Inc. (FS I) is a B2B portal developer. It involved in the order 
processing, web interface, ca ll center, reporting, account management, . warehouse and 
inventory. The fulfillm ent process also included the management of the shipping method 
or transpori logistics. Besides that, they also using the bar-code-driven computerized 
inventory management system to identified products and manufacturers. This ensures the 
accuracy and effi ciency of the order fulfi llment process. 
Fulfillment Specialties Inc. (FSI) provided a complete order fu lfi llment system to the 
users. The users can choose the different kind of services based on thei r nel.!d and budg1.'t 
FSl also provide customer maintcnam;c and support to the customers. 
Basically, it is hardly to find any of the weakness of this well-developed system ns it is 
developed based on the most common user requirements of the market. 
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2.3 Client-Server Computing 
This section discusses the features or client server ~mmputing nnd di fferent types of client/server 
architecture. 
Client server programming is one or the most dominnnt programs of information technology and 
has developed as the computer industry moved from a cent ralized chare logic-based system to a 
network of workstations and servers. It involves providing an application architecture that 
enables a computerized process to be broken up into two or more less complex tasks with a 
commercial mechanism for these sub-processes to co-operate. 
The client/server model is an approach to software in which one application (the client) asks for 
and receives services from another application (the server). Another definition for client/sen ·er is 
" a soflwarc partitioning paradigm in which a distributed system is split between one or more 
server tasks which accept requests, according to some protocol, from (distributed) client tasks. 
asking for information or act ion" [I]. This model allows clients and servers to be plnccd 
independently on nodes in a net work. 
One of the prime benefits of a client/server system is the lower cost Another is incrcn. eel 
productivity from the individual to the corporation that results from better access to information 
and the distribution of resources th rough the corpora tion r 11 . 
Though client/server architecture can be _very complex, there arc generally three kinds of 
client/server infrastructures to choose from, which arc two-tier, three-tier, multi-tier 
architectures. 
2.3. l Two-cicr nrchic cccurc 
The two-lier nrchi1cc1u1c conta ins t\\O computers a client, and a sci'\ er, ''1th areas of 
lotz,ic comhinccl on the client The 1l11ec components of an application- presentation. 
p1 01.:1.:ssi 11g, and daln. 111 c divicll'd among lwo sofhv:11c. cnt111 cs or trcr!> client npplication 
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cods and database server. A robust cl ient applicntion dc,·dopmcnt language and a 
versatile mechanism for transmitt ing direct rcqt1t'Sts tl' tht' server essent ial for a two-tier 
implementation. 
Presentation is lrnndled exclusively by th!.! cl ient , processing is split between client and 
server, and data is stored on and acce::;scd th rough the server. The client assumes the bulk 
of responsibility for application (functionality) logic with respect to the processing 
component , while the database engine, with its attendant integrity checks, query 
capabilities, and central repository functions, handles data intensive tasks. 
2.3.2 T h ree- ti er architecture 
The components of three-t ier architecture are divided into three layers: a presentation 
layer, a functionality layer, and the data layer. Each of these layers must be logically 
separated The attempt to overcome some of the limi tations of the two-tier scheme by 
separating presentation, processing and data into separate destrnct entities. 
The same type of tools can be used for presentation as were used in n two-tier 
environment. I lowevcr the tools are now dedicated to handling j11s1 the prcscntntion 
When calculations or data accesses arc required by lh l! prcse111ntio11 client , a call is made 
to a middle tier functionality server. 
2.3.3 M ulti- ti cr a rchitect ure 
In a multi -tier architectu re, the business logic is part itioned and clis11 ibu1 cd 0\ er sc' era I 
machines As requi rements change during a systems lifetime. this pan itioning and 
deployment can be reviewed and emended with minimal impact Funhcrmorc, add it ional 
tiers architectu re included to support multiple databases and other scr \11ccs such a 
message switches, legacy system, data wa1chouscs, comrnu11 icntion channds nnd so on 
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2.4 Platforms 
Developing Business-to-business (1328) po11nl need to hns n suitable platform. In computers, a 
platform is an underlying computer system on whieh npplicntion programs can run [2]. 
J\ plat form consists of an operating system. the computer system's coordinating program, which 
in turn is built on the instruction set for n processor or microprocessor, the hardware that 
performs logic operations and manages data movement in the computer. The operating system 
must be designed to work with the particular processor's set of instructions. There are usually 
other implied parts in any computer platform such as a motherboard and a data bus, but these 
parts have increasingly become modularized and standardized. 
Historically, most application programs have had to be written to run on a particular platform. 
Each platform provided a different application program interface for different system services. 
Although these platform differences continue to exist and there wil l probably nh nys bt-
proprietary differences between them, new open or standards-conform ing int erfaces no\\' nllO\\ 
many programs to run on different platforms or to interoperate wi th different platforms through 
mediating or "broker" programs. 
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2.4.1 Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is a product of "f\ licrosotl C'orporntion. lt is a multipurpose 
operating system for business of all sizes. lt 1 rovides services that enable the user to build 
and deploy servers more quickly. With it s fl!nturc ·c onfigure Your Server' wizard, it 
significantly reduces the time it tnkcs to build n server and reduces the likelihood of error. 
Windows 2000 Server allows easier network confi guration with its support on plug and 
play network adapters Furthermore, it provides services that manage the trust 
relationships between domains in organization, and it provides automated replication and 
local caching of DNS and DHCP information so that the network. is robust and 
responsive. 
Windows 2000 Server provides powerful management services through infrastructure 
enhancements such as the Active Directory service, as well as tools built on the 
infrastructure, such as lntelliMirror management technologies. Windows 2000 Sern•r 
delivers powerful , comprehensive management services to better manage servers, 
networks and Windows-based desktops, including Group Policy, Windows r-. tanag1.:ment 
Instrumentation (WM I), Windows Script I lost (WS I I) nnd Micrnson ti. l n nng~ment 
Console (MMC). But still stabi lity of the operating is still a main cnnc1.:rn Use1s still 
faces "blue screen of death" showing the system hangs 
2.4.2 Sun olaris 8 Operating Environment 
Solaris 8 is the latest in a long line of top-notch and high-performn ncc Uni · opcrnting 
environment s from Sun. It is designed for multiprocessing nnd 64-bit comput ing By 
minimizing planned and unplanned downtime, reducing ndministrntion errors. nnd 
simplifying troubleshooting, it keeps mission-critical applications available. and ensures 
high-speed, rclinblc access to your data Based on a smaller, more stnble kernel, the 
Solaris platform delivers industry-leading load balancing across multiple processors To 
maximize up1i1m:, Snlaris soll wnrc providl!s built-in fra tull:s such as live upgrade, 
au to111ntic dy1111111i t rcco111igurntio11. hot 1clicf. hot dingnostics, d •1rnm1c s 'Stem domains. 
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IP network fail over and balancing, tJNIX tile s st ~m logging. and remote console. With 
these fea tures it enables user to maximize up1 imc and incrt•nse a\'ai lability to services. 
As with previous versions. the modular CLm~t ruction of the Solaris 8 platform allows 
installation of new feature updn1cs ns the. h~come nvnilable while users' applications 
continue to run. The Sun Solaris 8 is ensy to scale and manage as it supports the latest 
networking pro1oc.:ols and ndhcrcs to major industry standards and inclusion of 
comprehensive system management tools With Solaris 8 software, security is easy to 
deploy and manage as many frameworks and products are either incorporated or avai lable 
via free download. These include Kerberos, IPSec, Smart card authentication, role-based 
access cont rol for distributing super user authorizations and auditing features. Moreover. 
Solaris 8 Supports the latest networking protocols and adheres to major industry 
standards. 
However, Solari s 8 operating system does not support the primary protocols used for 
providing Web-based applications. Using the base Solaris 8 operating environment it is 
therefore difficult to provide a coherent Internet solution across the difTerent services thnt 
would normally make up your Internet service. f-or example, using the built-in c-mni l 
services and a third party Web server solution requires two different auth~ nt icntion 
systems. Although this requirement is not an issue for public Web services such ns c-
commcrce, it is a significant omission for Int ranet a11d Extra11ct applicatio11s Besides thnt . 
the base Solaris 8 package docs not ~omc with a unified i11terfacc fo r managing difTcrent 
aspects of the operating system. Instead, most systems management tasks arc hn11dlcd b 
manually modifying the various text files co11trolling different ell!ment s, usi11g a text 
editor such as 11i or EMACS. There is an administration tool supponcd by the X \VindQ\ s 
GU I that allows for easier modification of certain databases, but it is limited to modifying 
the user, group, host, and pri11ter configuration. 
2.4.3 UN IX 
UN IX is a 111ult i-taski11g multi-user opcrnting system It de\t.!lopcd at AT&T Bell 
L11horntu1ics It is a powcrfiil 1111d 111atu1 e opc1ati11g system nnd nct\\ork-bascd platform 
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Besides, UN lX is an ideal platform for n111ning mni l Sl'n crs. net\\'orked file systems and 
so on. UNlX users normally share proc~ss ing time nn a central computer. or cluster of 
computers. [3] 
UN IX, like other operating systems. is a lny~r b~tween the hardware and the applications 
that run on the computer It has funct ions thnt manage the hardware and functions that 
manage the executives of applications. [4] 
UN IX includes the traditional operating system. ln addition, a standard UNIX system 
includes a set of libraries and a set of app lications. It includes the file syst~m and process 
cont rol and a set of libraries 
One of the greatest strength of UNIX is the consistent way in which it treats files. It is 
very easy for the users to work wJth files because users don't need to learn special 
commands for every new task. [4) 
Bnsically, UN IX is used for several main purposes, which are: 
)... Sending and receiving emai l, forwardi ng mail , redirecting and mnppmg n 
particular mail group to a list of specific users. 
:,.. Managing centralized databases, serving information to users rcmotcl . For 
instance, Ingress, Oracle, etc 
,. Storing files, including users personal files as well as publicly accessible. oOware 
archives. 
:,.. Running a web server, storing web pages. 
:,.. Remotely services - comput'crs running UN IX normally support cc11nin remote 
services, allowing users to request information from the computer wi thout 
actually log in. 
UN IX is not known only for its longevity and versatility as an operating system, but also 
fo1 the variety and mrrnber of utilit y programs that called tool The problem \\ith IX i. 
that it is too expensive to use It need very powerful workstations and therefore not cost 
effective 
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2.5 Web Servers 
A Web server is a program that, using the clicnt/sen·1.' r model and the World Wide Web's 
Hypertext Transrer Protocol (I lypcrtcxt Trnnsf'~r Prot tKL)I). S1.' t-ves the fi les that form Web pages 
to Web users (whose computers contain I ITTP d k•nts thnt forward their requests). Every 
computer on the Internet that conrnins n Web site must haven Web server program. [2] 
2.5. l A11ache Web Server 
Apache server is a powerful yet flexible web server. It is compliant with HTTP/1 .1 and 
implements the latest protocols, including HTTP/I. I (RFC2616). Apache web server is 
highly configurable as it is in open source code and extensible with third-party modules, 
and can be customized by writ ing 'modules' using the Apache module APL Moreover, it 
provides full source code and comes with an unrestrictive license. 
Apache web server runs on Windows NT/9x, Netware 5.x, OS/2, and most versions of 
Unix, as well as several other operating systems. The web server is act ivcl being 
developed and encourages user focdback through new ideas, bug repo11s and patches. The 
f'caturcs of Apache web server includes DBM databases for authentication, customizable 
responses to errors and problems, multiple Directorylndex directives nnd unlimited 
nexiblc URL rewriting and aliasing. It is compatibles with Windows 2000, NT, Linux. 
NewWnrc 5.0 (wi th Service Pack 5), 5.1 (wi th Service Pack I), UN IX, BSD, llP ~ t PE/iX 
6.0 or higher and TPF version 4. I PUT09. 
I lowever. there arc limitations in Apache Web Server To corporntc Web scn·er 
customers. the fact that Apache is free can be a drawback, signifying a lack of the explicit 
or implied accountability they get with vendor products. Its ncxibilit y also can be n 
double-edged sword Apadic is easy to set up, but those who try to extend it had better 
know what they arc doing. Where there is not a lot of expenisc a ailable. customers may 
also prefer to sec fea tu res that come together and have been tested together rather than 
scn1ch thc111 nut from 111ultiplc sources on the Internet. The lack of soil\\ arc suppon for 
Apache that has been 11 stumbling block to its adoption by business users also i 
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beginning to be re medied. Traditionally, Apache ~uppo11 has been confined to online 
resources. 
2.5.2 Microsoft lnh' l'IH' l lnfonuntion St•n •t.•r (\'.5.0) 
Internet Informa tion erviccs 5 0 (11 ) is the Windows 2000 Web service that makes it 
easy to publish in formation 0 11 the intrnnet for the Internet. It is completely integrated 
with Windows NT Directory Services and includes Crystal Reports, a visual reporting 
tool. Internet Information Server 5.0 has many new features to enables user to create a 
scalable and flexible web applications. lt allows administrators to configure servers, sites. 
virtual directories, subdirectories and files individually. It also includes crash protection 
that allows users to run multiple applications rel iably. Moreover US includes tools to 
analyze and manage web server content and supports multiple web sited on one lP 
address. 
2.5.3 Netscape Enterprise Server 
The Enterprise Server is a high performance, enterpri se-strength web Sl.!rve1 It provides 
supports I l'ITP I. I protocol, a built-in search engine wi th documents attributes nnd 
custom views, advanced content publishing and management for end users through nn 
approach called "Netshare", server clustering and administrative rights dclcgntion and 
Java integration with support for JavaBeans. JDBC and Servlets. It can suppon a ariety 
or platforms such as Windows NT, Unix, llUX, AIX, llPU X and others 
Netscape Enterprise Server provides end-users the abil ity to manage thei r O\ n content 
"Netshare" a built -in tool facilitates group collaboration as multiple users may publish 
pages to a server. edit , share, collaborate on creating a document and cont rol access to 
their documents without needing a system administrator to intervene With its centrnliled 
server 111a1wgcme11t capability, it enables large organizations to manage its large number 
ol'usc1s ntorc clfoctively 
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1-lowever, Netscape Enter pr isc has SL'\ e1,1I dr :l\\ b.t l'h ~ l'Pl' Jl' it~ in~unint'llt Gl I-based 
interface, it is diflicult to co11figu11.· llsl'I s .11~· Ctl'lll;.! d1ffa·u1i,· m µL·tting support as the 
only way lo get tcchlllcal suppo1 t 1s thrnuµh m:11 l11!µ /1sts 
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2.6 Browsers 
2.6. l Netscape Navigator 6 
Netscape Navigator comes in a packnge with Netscape 6 and built on the innovative 
Netscape Gecko browser engine and sponing n new look, Navigator is now smaller, 
faster and full y standards compliant. The interface of Navigator is pared down to the 
make the most impor1 ant tasks easy to find , while at the same time freeing up more space, 
allowing user to see more of what's on the page. 
Navigator is based on the innovative Netscape Gecko, its new, fully standards compliant 
layout engine. lt also provides powe.rful new search that are fast and convenient. With a 
fea ture called 'My Sidebar' keeps user connected to important information. Lastly, it can 
translate web pages in a single click to user's native language with the AutoTranslme 
fea ture in Navigator, based on Alis Technologies, lnc.'s Gist-In-Time service for the 
Internet. 
2.6.2 Internet Explorer 5.5 
Internet Explorer is a product from Microsoft Corporation. It prov ides capability for print 
preview enabling user to sec how web pages wil l look like on paper Besides that, this 
version of Internet Explorer can be easily installed on computer Internet Explorer 5 5 
includes an amazing assortment of. new DI ITML capabilities For example, it 's now 
possible to make frames transparent so that whatever is in the page behind it shows 
th rough - great for creating things such as watermarks. For instance, put n lnrgc corporate 
logo 011 the background page, and it appears as a wntennark on all the pages within that 
site. 
New frames support is possible because Internet Explorer has changed the way it renders 
frarm:s its own 01 ITML support Consequently, it provides fa, ter pcrformnncc and 
impr ovcd stnhilit y Mor covc1, til t.: b1 owscr t:ontains a ton of foaturcs that help de\ elopcrs 
wrilc Web pages thnl louk gm>d and rum;t1 011 well in lntClllCt Explorer 0 \ . dl!vclopers 
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would be able to create colored scroll bars, l lT~ tL µop-up$. and other user interface 
widgets. 
2.7 Web Application Programming Language 
2.7. l Active Server Pages 
An Active Server Page (ASP) is an HTML page that includes one or more script (small-
embedded programs) that is processed on a Microsoft Web server before the page is sent 
to the user. An ASP is somewhat similar to a Server-side include or a common gateway 
interface (CGI) application in that all involve programs that run on the server, usually 
tailoring a page for the user. Typically, the script in the Web page at the server uses input 
received as the result of the user's request for the page to access data from a database and 
then builds or customizes the page on the ny before sending it to the rcquestor 
ASP is a feature of the Microsof1 Internet Information Server (ll S), but , since the scn·cr-
side script is just bui lding a regular I ITML page, it can be delivered to almost nny 
browser. You can create an ASP fil e by including a script writt en in VBScript or .I cript 
in an I ITML file or by using ActiveX Data Objects ( ADOs) program statements in the 
I ITML fil e. You name the I ITML fil e with the ".asp" fil e suffix. Microsoft recommends 
the use of the server-side ASP rather than a client-side script , where there is actually n 
choice, because the server-side script will resu lt in an easily displayable HTML pngc. 
Client-side scripts (for example, wit h JavaScript) may not work as intended on older 
browsers [2 l 
2. 7.2 .Java Server Page 
Java Server Pages allows web developers and cl csignt.:rs to rapidly develop and easily 
maintain, information-rich, dynamic web pages that leverage existing businc.s systems 
/\s pu11 of the Jnvn fo 111il y, Java Server Pages enables rapid development of' eb-bn.ed 
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applications that are platform independent. Java Scr\'l'r Pnges technology separates the 
user interface from content generation enabl ing dl'Sil.!.ners to change the overall page 
layout without altering the underlying dynnmic cont l'nt . 
Java Server Pages technology uses X~ IL-like tngs nnd script lets written m the Java 
programming language to encapsulate the logic thnc generates the content for the page. 
Additionally, the applicat ion logic can reside in server-based resources that the page 
accesses with these tags and scriptlets r\ny and all formatting (HTML or XML) tags are 
passed directly back to the response page. This makes Java Server Pages technology 
makes it faster and easier than ever to build web-based applications. Together, JSP 
technology and services provide an (lttractive alternative to other types of dynamic web 
scripting/programming that offers platform independence, enhanced performance, 
separation of logic from display, ease of administration, extensibility into the enterprise 
and most importantly, case of use. 
2.7.3 VBScript 
Vl3Script is a member of Microsoft 's Visual 13asic famil y of development products lt is 
a scripting language for I ITM L pages on the World Wide Web and corporntc lnt rnncts 
VBScript is fast, portable, lightweight interpreter for use i11 Web browsers nncl other 
app lications that use Microsof1 /\ctiveX Cont rols, Automation severs, nnd Jnvn Applets. 
Vl3Script can be embedded in the HTML pages lo build the Web applications 
VB Script is designed for use with Microsoft 's Internet Explorer browsers together, ith 
other programming that can be run at the cl ient 's side, including ActivcX cont rols, 
Automation Servers and Java Applets The VBScript code is interpreted and compi led 
whi le the browser is downloading it from a Web server. 
2.7.4 .Java cript 
JnvnS <.:1 ipt is u pr og1 mn 111 i11g language that allows scripting of events, objects and actions 
to cren te Internet 11pplicatio11s It is developed by Netscape and it is the fi rst Web 
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scripting. It is syntactically identical to Javn, which i ~ bn::~d on C r+, but it 's an 
interpreted language as compnrc to Java , ' hkh is :1 compilt'd language. 
With JavaScript , new dynamic elements kt de\•elopers go beyond the simple click and 
wait. Users will not just read the pages but nlso internet with them. Users can get quick 
responses the interaction docs not need to invol e the ~erver but can take place in their 
browser. 
2.7.5 PERL ( VS) 
Perl is a high-level programming language and derived from the C programming 
language Perl 's process, fil e, and text manipulation facilities make it particularly well-
suited for tasks involving quick pcototyping, system utilities, soft ware tools, system 
management tasks, database access, graphical programming, networking, and world wide 
web programming. Perl is flexible and extensible to use on virtually any task. from one-
line fil e-processing tasks to large, elaborate systems. r or many people, Perl serves ns n 
great replacement for shell scripting. r or others, it serves as a convenient , high-le el 
replacement for most of what they'd program in low-level languages like C or CH . 
But Perl has some drawbacks. Firstly, it has somewhat of n reputntil>n lbr being 
unreadable and this can leads to difli culties in maintaining the problem. econdly, ns Perl 
does has any formal support , it sometimes diffi cult to get any support ' hen needed 
Lastly, there would be a penalty in the execution time of Perl Langungc as it is a 
interpreted language 
29 
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2.8 Electronic Commerce Portal Development T ools 
2.8.1 IBM Wd>Sphcrc Commrrrl"' Suih\ Pro Edition 
The IBM WebSpherc Commerce ~ ui1c i:> lB~ 11s sqlution for c-business. The IBM 
WebSphere Commerce Suite provides 1he framework and solutions for catalog and 
storefront crea tion to merchandising; relationship marketing and payment processing in a 
secure, scalable environment. With its advanced search function, it enables quick access 
to products, items, and components. Moreover, with the combination of knowledge 
engineering and parametric search provides search and buying assistance for all types of 
customer and needs. Parametric search can be customized at every, or any category or 
subcategory level. Sales assistance is based on the expertise of a company's sales and 
marketing expertise. Questions and answer selection determines the next question until 
product determination is reached. 
The IBM WebSphere Commerce Suit enables customers to switch easily S\ itch from 
sales assistance to a parametric search. It also very flexible and customizable to 
shopping/buyer groups, to industry, segment, or customer needs. Built with IBM 's unique 
technology, it allows for the design of additional search, sales advice, and product 
guidance methods. The IBM WebSphere Commerce Suit is compatibles with Winnows 
NT, IBM AIX and Sun Solaris platform. But, because of its overa ll complicated rlcsign, it 
requires to a lot or customization. 
2.8.2 lntcrWorld Commerce Exchange V3. I 
lntcrWorld Commerce Exchange is a procuct by lnterWorld Corporation It is a family of 
sollware products designed to cnablo manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to compete 
in the digital economy. The products are grouped into tools for business management and 
development , applications based on best practices, and adapte1s for integrnting 
Commerce Exchange with legacy and enterprise bu siness systems The Process 
/\pp lic11tiDn Server is the engi ne that drives the solhvnrc, while Web Broker handles 
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traffic volume. The three major applications driven by the Process Application Server are 
Product Merchandising, Order Manngcmcnt , nnd Account tnnagument . Each applicat ion 
provides a set of best practices fro m which cul\tomers Gan choose to personalize their 
version of Commerce Exchange. It can be used with lntq rmix, Microsoft SQL, Oracle, 
Sybase database. 
The strengths of the lnterv1orld Commerce Exchange are its Role-Based Station Tools 
and allow implementation without customized programming. Role-Based Station Tools 
allow managers to control their ponion of the enterprise online infrastructure without 
reliance on program code. Business Station, Dev Station, Control Station, and Design 
Station allow individuals across an organization to collaborate in the development and 
management of their on line business. The latter, customers of Commerce Exchange can 
launch e-commerce sites without adding any custom programming to the underlying 
lntcrWorld technology. Thi s decreases the time it takes to get to market with a Web 
channel. The lnterWorld Commerce Exchange is compatibles with Digital UNIX, un 
Solaris, and Microso f1 Windows NT platfo rm. 
2.8.3 Microsoft Commerce Sea·ve r 2000 
As its name implied, Commerce Server 2000 is a scalable e-commerce plat form that 
provides ready-to-use features for developing, deploying, and upgrading effective e-
commerce applications for the Web developed by Microsoft Corporation. This extensible 
plat form enables customers, Independent Sofl ware Vendors (IS\/s). and Internet ervice 
Prov iders (ISPs) to build solutions that scale with business needs and integrate with 
existing systems and data. The strengths of Commerce Server is its highly scalable user 
information management that supports millions of users. Users can be grouped into 
specific groupings so that administrator could effectively target groups of customers It 
also has a sophisticated and extensible content scoring framework for managing complex 
content selection decisions. 
11 
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Commerce Server 2000 provides flexible caml}nign management. folly-integrated with 
the Targeting, Data Mining and Analytics S 1stems. c.'nnples business managers to create, 
analyze and manage personnlized and tnrgctcd discounts. direct marketing, and 
advertising campaigns. It is built-in fast nnd scnlnb!e service to enable personalized, 
targeted direct marketing, tracking and reporting The Expression Builder empowers 
business managers to easily create.' explicit business rules to target content (ads, 
information, discounts. direct mail) to specific users Integrated and powerful search 
capabilities make product information easy to find, enhancing user experience Business 
Desk provides managers with remore access to their business at any time and from any 
location securely via the Web. In short with its built-in capabilities, the developers could 
easi ly build an e-commerce site a short time and less error prone. 
2.8.4 Microsoft Visual lntcrdcv 6 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev, formerly Microsoft's Internet Studio product. is the 
company's Web application development product for building data-driven, Internet-based 
business npplicat ions. The latest version, 6 0, is oficrcd as a standalone product nnd as 
part of the Visual Studio suite. Visual lnterdev is based on a distributed architecture and. 
thus, typical Visual lnterdev projects reside on Web servers whi le the nctunl devd opment 
takes place on a developer's workstation or PC. 
The strengths of Visual lnterdev is the Enhanced Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE) for rapid Application Development (RAD) Development . The enhanced IOE gives 
users a high level of control over the development interface. The WY IWYG Page 
Editing feature allows users to design/edit a Web application using WYSIWYG 1cws 
and to sec displnys of the f'onrn1tting and cont ent of the llTML source code 
lntelli Sense script \vriting tools analyze both client- and server-side objects and cnn help 
developers become familiar with A ·p. DI ITML. and Internet Explorer 4 0 object models 
Syntax Tips offers cc>ding suggestions for Visual Basic, cripting Edition, and J cript 
11se1s Debugging fi1cilitics now include n toolbar to stan/continuc/stop execution, set 
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breakpoints, and attach to remote server processes. Breakpoints can be set for both client-
and server-side script. 
The interface also provides a view or all doeumcn1s on the browser and server; Watch, 
Local, and Aulo windows for inspecting nnd mnnipulating variables; an Immediate 
window for typ ing in Visual Bnsic or .I cript c~p rcssions; and a display of the running 
threads and Ca ll Stack. 
Microsofl's Universal Data Access initiatives are prevalent in Visua Interdev 6.0. Support 
for three core tcchnologies--OLE DB, ODBC, and ADO--provide developers a means of 
access ing disparate database systems for use in the development or' dynamic Web 
applications. It also supports Team-Oriented and Enterprise-Level Application 
Development. With the addition of a Local Working Mode allows individual developers 
working on a development team to isolate themselves and some of their work from the 
project without losing the ability to build, test, and debug via Vi 's features and functions. 
2.8.S Microsoft Front Page 2000 
Microsoft r rontPage 2000 is designed to be an all-purpose web site authoring pnckngc lt 
prov ides a variety of features and is geared for beginning to int ermediate u.ers 
f- rontPage provides several interesting features. The Themes (which have been increased 
to 67) are an especially helpful feature, allowing novices and nundcsigncrs to focus on 
content rather than on design, and simplifying the process of creating sites with n 
consistent appearance. FrontPage also includes strong site management features, 
including the capabil ity to visualize a Web si te th rough mult iple views and edit the site 
via drag and drop 
r rontPage provides strong site management features that are also easy to use, especially 
since FruntJ>age Editor and FrontJ>HgC Explorer, formerly separate modules, nre nO\ 
int i;grnted FrontPagc c11n automatically verify, edi t, or repair hypcrlinks, and broken 
links c1111 he easily discerned. The product autonwt ica lly renames pages and reconstnrcts 
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applicable links when pages are rea·rranged; uset'S need only drag and drop page icons 
between folders or tree branches to relocate site contt.'nt 
Site publishing is also easy and allO\ s developers to uplond anything from an entire site 
to one or more individual pages. There nrc also features for managing sites in a team 
development environment. r:u11hcrmorc. the program now includes 13 new management 
reports that quickly summarize a site's status. 
The main disadvantage is an obvious reliance on Microsoft technology. Features such as 
DHTM L, Visua l Basic Scripts, ActiveX Controls, and Channel Definition Format work 
only with Microsoft products. But in light of America Online's purchase of Netscape and 
. 
the alliance with Sun Microsystems, this issue may decrease in importance. 
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2.9 Database 
A database is a collection of data that is ocgnniZl' tl so thnt its contents can easily be accessed, 
managed, and updated [I). All datn and information about Fulfi llment System such as orders 
detail needed to be store. Hence a dntnbnse will be necessary to keep all information. This 
section will di scuss the different types or database and its important. 
2.9. 1 Oracle 9i Database 
Oracle 9i Database is the latest database product from Oracle Corporation. It provides 
transparent application scalability by sharing cluster-wide caches for coordinated data 
access. It also includes business intelligence capabilities. With is open framework, 
programmatic access, centralized management, and multi-channel del ivery of internet 
services can be provided to users. A key feature of the database is the faci lity to recover 
from disaster situations. 
Besides that, Oracle 9i database is designed with integrated nrnnogeability thnt crentcs a 
complete business view of all components powering e-busincss processing. As nny other 
database soft ware in the market, Oracle 9i provides multiple lnycrs of security to prevent 
any unauthorized access to the database. Oracle 9i is compatible with NlX nnd 
Windows NT. But, the cost of the Oracle sof1ware is more expensive compnrcd to other 
database sonware. 
2.9.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000· 
Microsotl SQL Server 2000 is an enterprise-level database and is the latest version of 
Microsofl SQL 7. It is enhanced with Extensible Markup Language (XML) suppon that 
enables data return in XML and also enables XML be used to insert , update, nnd delete 
values in the dntahasc. SQL Server 2000 supports enhancements to distributed partitioned 
views that allow users tn partition tables horizontally across multiple ervers Its full-text 
scan.: h i11dudcs chnnge tracki ng and image filt ering 
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In the security point of view, SQL ervcr JQOl uses Kcrberos Lo support mutual 
authentication between the client and the server. ns " t'll as t h~ nbility to pass the security 
credentials of a client between computers, so that work on a remote server can proceed 
using the credentials of the impersonated client. 
Moreover, SQL Server 2000 introduces a new, more easily understood model for 
specifying backup and restores options. In term of scalability, it Scales up to 32 CPUs 
and 64 GB RAM . 
2.9.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a relational database application that allows desktop users to 
create and manipulate megabytes of data, with SOMB being the average size database. 
Multi-user access to the same database is accomplished via a file-server architecture. 
rather than a client/server architecture. 
Microsoft Access 2000 provides organizations with the tools for finding ancl mnnnging 
data by focusing on three key areas. First, Access 2000 simpli fies the skill set needed to 
crea te simple, useful databases for desktop users. Second, Access 2000 adds Dntn Access 
Pages, which arc HTML pages that let users interact with data over the Web from nny 
location and maintain live links to a database Finally, Access 2000, through its suppon 
or OLE OB, can act as a front end to high-end database engines such as Microsoft QL 
Server, making Access 2000 databa~cs more scalable as business needs grow. But Both 
the Jet and Microsofl Database Engines avai lable with Access 2000 support only 2GB 
per database, which means it only supports only individual, workgroup or srnal 1 
company. 
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2. 10 Summary 
This chapter discussed the study about the areas thnt nl'l'd IL) be l'O\'Cred in order to develop the 
system. These areas included e-commerce and l3 2B CL">mmcrce. This ensures that the readers 
have better understanding about the bas ic concept. Besides ,that. this chapter also reviewed on the 
related existing system. The author studied the strength and weakness of the system in order to 
develop a powerful and suitable system aOcr discovered some of the constraints and limitations 
or the existing system. Finally, this chapter also discussed the development tools that needed to 
develop the system. Each development tool is compared among several different kinds of tools 
that have similar characteristics to help the author choose the right tool to develop ~he system. 
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Chapter 3 1\llcthodology and Systrtn Analysis 
3. 1 Methodology 
In order to develop the Web-enabled rullillment ystcm on time and within effort, an effective 
development method has to be chosen. Methodology is a classically thought of as the set of 
activities that analysts, designers and users carry out to develop and implement a system. A 
suitable methodology helps the au thor to develop the system on time and increases the quality or 
usefulness of the system (5]. The Waterfall Model with prototyping is chosen as the development 
methodology for Web-enabled Fulfillment System. 
3. 1. l Waterfall Model With Prototyping 
The Waterfa ll Model with prototyping consists of eight maJor stages. These stages 
overlap and feed in format ion into each other. The model is not a simple linear model but 
involves a sequence iteration of th~ development activities. Design prototyping helps 
developers assess alternative design strategics and decide which is best for n particular 
system. 
Reason of choosing Waterfall Model with Prototyping: 
>-- It is widely used, easily understood and implemented 111 n system 
development process. 
r It supports good process visibility as each activit y produces some kind of 
deli verable. These deliverables may prove to be useful when the system 
evolves in the li.1turc. 
).. It enforces disciplined approach to develop a system as documents 
prepared after each stage will have to be checked and approved 
>-- It enables maintenance to be carried out at each stage due to it · interactive 
nature. Changes can he done during any of the stages by returning to the 
previous stages. The iteration process may be carried out as many times as 
needed and this produces a fine system of high quality that meets user's 
req11 irc111ent s. 
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3.1.2 Stages of Waterfa ll Model With Prototypint! 
There arc nine stages of waterfall model w ith prototyping. The nine srnges nrc: 
,,, Requirement s Analys is 
,,, System Design 
,,, Program Design 
,,, Coding 
,,, Unit and Integration Testing 
,,, System Testing 
' Acceptance T esting ,,, 
,,, Operation and Maintenance 
,,, Prototyping 
Rcq11 i rc111cn1s 
An:ilvsis 
S) 1c111 Design 
Program Dc~1gn 
Coding 
Unit & lntcgra11011 
Tcs11 n • 
S)MCln T Cllllltg 
ProtOI) ping 
Fi)!u rr J. I \V11tc1 fo l l f\ lodcl With 1'1 o t ot yp1n~ 
Acceptance 
Testi ng 
Opc1.t11on & 
Ma1ntcn:i11cc 
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3. 1.2.1 Requirements Analysis 
In this stage, study a11cJ research t1 f' Web-c11nblcci Fulfillnwnt System hnve to be 
carri ed out to understand the issues concerning tht! system nnci the nature of the 
system. The main object ivc of th is stage is to cstnblish the system· s services, 
constraints and goals. In this stage project requirement, needs, and constraints 
have to be identified. 
3. 1.2.2 System D<•sig11 
The process of transforming the problem into a solution which then incorporated 
into the system. 
3. 1.2.3 Progra m Oesig11 
The process of transfbr ming the system design into a programmable structure 
such decomposing the system into several modules and transforms it into 
algorithm 
3. 1.2.4 Coding 
During this stage, the program design is rea l ized as a set of programs codes 
3. 1.2.5 Prototypi11g 
The process of cont inuous developing a quick nnd rough version of n desired or 
pm ts of that system This stage is important in 01 tier to develop n suitable user 
interface tltnt meets the user 1cqui1e111e11ts especially for the catalogs part 
40 
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3. 1.2.6 Uuit a rid Int egration Tt•s tin~ 
During this stage, each program u11it or modules nrt' tested imk~cndcnt ly Then 
several modules are combined and tested to ensure i11tcgrntion compatibil ity. 
3. 1.2. 7 System Tes ting a ncl Integration 
All the modules arc combi11ed to form the whole system and then it is tested in its 
actual or similar environment when the system is implemented. 
3. 1.2.8 Acccpta 11cc Trs ting 
During this stage, the actual user is given the opportunity to use the system. The 
purpose is to enable the users to determine if the system really meets their needs 
and expectations. 
3. 1.2.9 O peration and Ma i111cnancc 
The system is ready to be implemented This includes training of users to use the 
system, system maintenance and enhancement to meet new requirements 
Mai11tcnancc 011 the system includes fi xi ng bugs that arc discovered f\ laintcnancc 
is c1ucial to ensure that the sy~t cm 1cnu11ns useful 
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3.2 System Ana lysis 
System analys is is the process or ga thcri11g a11d i11t crpre1i11g fa cts, di ngnosing prnb l~ms and using 
the information to recommend improvement of the system [SI. ln onfor to g~t nn overview of the 
system requirement, an extensive analysis is needed. The purposes of system analysis are to 
ascenain the functional and non-fun ctional requirement of the Web-enabled Fulfillment System. 
lt also helps to determine the programming language, databases and hardware needs for this 
Web-enabled Fulfillment System. 
3.2. J Info rmat ion Gat hering A pproach 
The info rmation gathering is one of the phases of the system analysis It was carried out 
in order to gather relevant info rmation to detennine the requirement of the system. 
r ollowing is the approach used to define the system requirements of the Web-enabled 
Pulfillment System: 
3.2. 1. l J{cading Prin ted Materia l 
The author gathers relevant info rmation about Web-enabled Fulfillment System 
by reading books, journal, thesis and nrngazines. The author gathered the 
in formation about the similar existing system. method of developing the system. 
programming language and w1.:h applicntion t1.:chnology th rough rending Book of 
reference will be list in refe rence 
3.2.1.2 Observation 
The author hns 1111 additional perspective ubout the Wcb·enabled Fulfillment 
Syste111 1h1 ough the ohsc1v11tion of the 11.:nl cnviro11111c11t of existing system In 
ndditionnl, the 11utho1 undcrst1111ds the user's need by observed the user respon!le 
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3.2.1.3 Surfing Internet 
Internet surfing is an efficient way of gathered the upd ttcd nnd usefu l 
in formation. A lot of website that provides useful nncl expert ise which needed in 
the system Wcbs i1 cs 1hat arc visi1 ccl arc li sted in reference 
3.2. 1.4 Informa l Interview 
Informal intervi ew with similar existing system users and developer have been 
carried out to know the system requirement. This will help to understand the need 
of the existing system from user view Besides, informal interview with developer 
of the similar existing system help the author to choose suitable and effective tool 
for developing the Web-enabled Fulfi llment System. 
,, ' 
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3.3 Requirem ents Analysis And S pecifications 
Requirement can be defined as a co11dit ion or capnhility 11cccl cd by n user to solve a problem or 
achieve an objective; a condition or a capability thnt must be met nr processed by a system .. . to 
satisfy a contract, standard , speci fi cation or formally impt)SCd clocument [IEEE83) Requirements 
analysis is a set of techniques to identify or extract s . tcm problems nnd solution requirements 
from the user community. 
There are two ways to describe the requirement s. which arc functi onal requirement and non-
functional requirement. The next section describes the functional requirements and non-
functional requirements for the proposed system. 
3.3. 1 Functioual llcq11irc111c11t 
Functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its environment. 
Furthermore. functional requirement described how the system should beha ve Functional 
requirement arc system expected by the user l6J The functional 1cquirement s for the 
Web-enabled Fulfillment System arc shown as below 
3.3.1.1 Fulfillment System 
3.3.1. I. I Login Module 
ystem wi ll al low the au tho1 izcd administrator to login to the system User 
vcrilicntion will he based on user identification and password 
3.3.1.1.2 Approvl·d onll·r 
Onh:rs that me 11pprovctl will be rou ted to the \\illchousc s stem for 
fullillment This niodule lists down al l the 01ders that nrc apprO\ cd 
S stem ' ill ~c.·nc111~c the pick hat ch anti au tomaticn ll ullocate a 
w111 ehousc that hns the 1eq11i1ed p1oducts A pick 1101c 1s gcncrntcd nflcr 
the syst •111 ~c 11c 1 utcs 11 picl.. hutch 
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3.3. 1.1.3 O rder Picking 
This module shows pick batches thnt nrl! in th~ prnc~ss of pil:king. The 
batch details frnmc shows tht: produr l s in th ~ pick bntch grouped 
according to warehouse and warehouse locntion. User do not get to see 
any order information because users only need to knm where to get the 
products in the batch 
3.3. 1.1.4 'onsolidat ion 
Orders that arc picked will be reviewed for consolidation. Consolidation 
wi ll take place if an order has products that can be found in several 
warehouses. These p~oducts may need to consolidate at one warehouse 
before being taken by deli very agents 
3.3.1.1.5 Staging Arca 
This module shows products that arc ready to be taken by the delivery 
agents Products in the Staging A1 ca arc grouped by butches Thi s module 
is basica l ly developed from the point of view of the deli very agcnts 
3.3. 1.1.6 Out of warchousl' 
This module shov-1s al l the products/orders that arc already out of the 
warehouse. The user has to select the products that have bcen fulrillcd b 
the delivery agent s anti manually update each product 
3.3. 1. l. 7 Fullillc·d 
This module shows 1111 the orders tlrnt arc fulfi l led. The criteria for an 
order to be displayed here is that A LL of' the products under th is order 
must be sent 10 the customer Partially f111fill cd orders wi ll not bl! 
displa ed her c.: 
'1 'i 
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3.3. 1.1.8 Stock requisition form (SRF) 
SRf- is a module that shows the cu11 cnt 1111d trn11st't•t1 l'd "nrt'lmuse and 
warehouse's location if n cn11so licl11tin11 is tnkc p1 1Cl' r he system wilt 
automaticall y gcncrntc the RP This module is developed in a web-based 
table form 1ha1 wi ll show 1he user 1hc summary of this stage. 
3.3.1.1.9 Pick Note 
This module shows 1hc orders or product that are in the pick batch. This 
module is developed in a web-based table form that will show the user the 
summary of this stage 
3.3.1. 1.1 0 Logout 
This module wi ll ensure that the admi nistrator that had logout cannot 
access the system alre.c1dy unless they login again. 
3.3.2 Non-Fu nctional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements are the constraints under which a system must opcra1c nnd 
the sta11dards which must be met by the developed system 16) 
Followi11g is the non-functional requirement of Web-enabled Fulfillment System 
3.3.2.1 User-friendliness 
User-friendliness is irnponm>I especially for new users bccnusc it will help them 
to use the function provided easi ly The system has to be developed wi th the 
fo llowi11g features in order to be uscr- fr ie11dlincss The features arc 
;,.. Attrnctivc, simple and case-used i111c1 fitce design 
;,.. S stc111atic st1111d111d Window ( i1 11ph ic11I User Interface (G I) 
;,.. Field dcscr 1pt ro11 fo r every w111th1w 1;01111m11c 111 
,, I\ locl11k ht ll\ set to nllow 11sc1s10 shin 11111011g the systc111 modules 
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3.3.2.2 l~clia bility and Accuracy 
The system is required 10 be rdiablc, as tn prndurl! r~sult s rnd information which 
is required precision and accuracy by the usl.!r This tcntm~ is impot1Hnt for this 
Web-enabled Fulfillment System in order to ensure thnt the order fu lfillment 
process meet the exact requirements of the customers 
3.3.2.3 Availability 
The system should be developed in n way that it is available to be accessed at 
anytime and anywhere. This feature is important for online system because the 
purpose of Web-enabled Fulfillment System is to provide convenient way for the 
administrators and delivery agents to conduct the order fulfi llment process. 
3.3.2.4 Efficiency 
It is one of the impo1tant of' the system, where it should provide a good response 
time for user request Wcb-'cnabled f-'u lfillm cnt System wi ll provide real-time 
communication. I lcnce the system should not delay any user request 
3.3.2.5 Expandability 
The system is needs to be developed in a way that capable to expand its module 
and functionality in the coming futur e U
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3.4 Consideration on Syste m Development Tools 
A review 0 11 several selected system development tools have been cnrried out in prev ious 
chapter, Chapter 2, to discover and stud~ the ofTl!rcd fcaturl!s nnd capnbilities. After the 
considerations have been carried, the most suitable with the high cnpnbil ities tools are chosen in 
order to develop an effi cient system. This section will discuss the features of the tools that had 
chosen 
3.4.1 Platform 
Window 2000 Server was chosen as the platform due to several advantages that are 
distinct when compared to other operating systems. Below are the reasons why it has 
been chosen over the other operating system. 
). Dominant Position 
Windows current ly enjoys a dorninant position as the preferred network operating 
system by most corporations. In the consumer market, Microsoft 's Windows enjoys n 
penetrat ion rate of almost 90% of the overall market. 
). User Friendly Environment 
Windows 2000 Server support 111ultitasking and it is also extremely user-fri end! 1 
r:urthcrmorc, the user interface of Windows 2000 Server is very similar to WindO\ s 
95 or Windows 98 . Therefore, usl.!rs hnve 110 dinicu lt y in adapting to Windows 2000 
Server. 
;,.. 01.!velopmcnt s Tools 
Various dcvclopnwnt tools hnvc hccn created for Windows users Some of these hRvc 
helped tn speed up the sothv111 c development pr ocess. 
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~ Skilled Professional 
Microsoft boasts of extensive resources of skilled prnfossh)trn l m: its produGe are 
widely used. I lowever, UN IX dot:s 110 1 ltnvc ns mnn 1 ski!k·ti development and 
support professionals Thi s will inherently incrcnse till' cost of de\ie\oping and 
maintaining the system as the short ngc of professional leads 10 competition. 
Windows 2000 Server also supports fo r innovative web publishing features, customize 
tools and new wizard technologies makes it the best platform avai lable to publish 
information over the Internet especia lly in this proposed system. 
3.4.2 Web Server 
The considerations in choosing a Web server include how well it works with the 
operating system and other servers, its abi lity to handle server-sic.l e programming, and 
publishing, search engine, and site buildi ng tools that may come with it. 
. 
The main reason that ll S 5.0 was chosen over the other web servers is that the llS 5.0 is 
tightly int egrated with Windows 2000 Server, which is the platform used to develop this 
system. 
The other benefit for using the Microsofi Internet Information Server 5.0 (llS 5.0) arc. 
);.. Innovative web publishing features, customizable tools. and new wiznrd 
technologies unique to II ' 5 0, make Windows 2000 Server with llS the easiest 
way to publish information and sha1e it securely over the Int ernet 
;,... Customizable nu11rngemcnt tools, fl exib le ad ministrator options and nnnlysis tools 
many hdp developers to 11wnngc the web server effoc tivcly 
Powerful nrn 1111g1.:mc11t tonls in ll S 5.0 wi ll help to cosi ly 1m1i11t 11i 11 web . it cs. 11101wgc 
cnnte11t 1111d 1111 nly1.c usugc pattc1ns to imp1ovc site as it evolves. 
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3.4.3 Web Application Technology 
Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is chosen to develop the \Vch-cnnble<l Fulfi llment 
System after comparison on different type of web npplicntion technologies have done. 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is a progrnmrning en ironmcnt thnt provides the abil ity to 
combine I ITML (I lyper Text Markup Language). scripting nnd components to create 
powerful Internet applications that run on server. 
The reasons of ASP is chosen as the ~veb application 1echnology are: 
:,... ASP enables dynamic Web design to be easier. This feature makes the Web 
applications easy to maintain and modify to meet the new needs and 
requirements. 
:,... It provides fast execution time. This is extremely important because time saving is 
rea lly important to the suppliers. Suppliers prefer Web-enabled Fulfillment 
System mostly because the convenient and time saving provided by the 828 
portal 
:,... A P is easy to learn compare to other related web programming language such 11s 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI). ASP language is six times faster to writ e thnn 
other conventional Web page-design methods. 
J.. ASP applications arc browser independent because it is a server-side scripting 
'iO 
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3.4.4 Prog ramming Language 
A flcr consideration ha vc done on cl i fferent progrnmmi ng IAngungl\ Vi1'u;1 l Basic Seri pt 
(VBScript) is fou nd suitable to develop Web-enabled Fulfillment System. For this 
project, VOScript is embedded in the I ITML pnges. 
The reasons VBScript is used arc· 
,.. It is easy to learn and the applicl\tion programs are easy to write compare to Java. 
VBScript is based on the easy-to-learn BA IC (Beginner's All Purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code). This is imponant because project time frame should always be 
considered to make sure the system would be complete on time. 
;... It is fast, portable, lightweight interpreter for use in World Wide Web (WWW) 
browsers and other web applications. 
;... It is powerful and it can be used to develop interactive client side web pngcs. 
Besides that , it also tightly integrates server-side applications. 
3.4.5 Database• Server 
Microso l1 SQL Server 2000 had been chosen as the database server that used to clcvclnp 
the database of the Web-enabled fulfi ll ment System. 
Nowadays, E-Commerce solutions place heavy demands on database applications As 
users worldwide access e-commerce sites around the clock. high transact ionnl loads must 
be handled effectively. Besides pro iding the scalabil it y and reliability required for e-
commerce, SQL Server 2000 provides extensive database programming cnpnbi litics-
bui lt on Web standards- to ensure interoperabi lit y and ncxibi lity Rclevnnt. new fcntures 
in SQL Server 2000 include ric:h X~ l l.. functio11ulity. support for WJC ~tnndnrd . . the 
ability 10 ma111pula1c ' ~ II dnln usi ng T-S()I . ll c~i hl c 1111d powerful Web-based anal sr . 
and sct·urc nccess to 1 he d11t11 o ·1 th~: Web l'her cfo r c, I he M icrosnn S()I Sc" er 2000 rs 
the hest chnic ·to dcvcl~ip 1hc \Vch-c1111hlcd Fu lfi llment System in the 13213 ponal 
51 
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3.4.G Development Tools 
After considered 0 11 several diffcrClll development ton I~ , ~ ti l'rn~nn Visual lnterDev is 
chosen as the development tool used to develop the web-ennbled t'ulli llment System. 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev is Microsofl 's development tool for building dynamic, data-
driven Web sites. In addition. it ofTers a user interface similar to Visual Studio 6.0 
development tools. The Web si tes being developed can be tightly integrated with server 
programs written in any language (including ASP) and access almost any database using 
Microsofl 's Universal Data Access. 
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3.5 System Requi rement 
3.5. J Ocvclop111c11 t n cq11irc111c11C 
3.S.1. 1 Ha rdwa re n cq 11 irc11t l'lll 
The specifications o f the hnrclwnre that use to develop the W eb-enabled 
Fulfillment System arc listed nt Tnble 3 I . 
Table 3. 1 Hardware specifications for the development requirement 
-
Minimum Requirements 
--
Computer/Processor Pentium II 166 Ml lz or higher Pentium-compatible CPU 
r--..._ 
Memory 
i-.._ 
128 megabytes (MB) of RAM recommended minimum 
Hard Disk 2 GB hard disk wit h a minimum of 1.0 GB free space (Addi tional free hard 
disk space is required if you arc installing over a network.) 
i--_ 
CPU Support Windows 2000 crver supports up to four CPUs 0 11 one machine 
r--._ 
Input Devices M ouse, keyboard, scarn1cr 
r--...._ 
Output Devices Print er 
rv-
•dco Monitor EGA, VGA or compatible display 
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3.5.2 Runt ime Requirem ent 
3.5.2. 1 Server llanlwan· l~cquircm<•nc 
The rccommcndccl hard war c rcqui r cmcnt ~ for lhL' ~l'f\ ct arc listl.'d nt Table 
3.2 . 
Table 3.2 
. 
Hardware speci fi cations f'or the server hnrd' arc requirement 
~ 
Minimum Requirements 
-
Computer/Processor Pent ium II 266 MHz or higher Pentium-compat ible CPU 
---Memory 
----
128 megabytes (MB) of RAM recommended 
Hard Disk 2 GB hard disk with a minimum of 1.0 GB free space. (Additional free hard 
disk space is required if you are installing over a network.) 
--
CPU Suppo11 Windows 2000 Server suppons up to four CPUs on one machine 
-Input Devices Mouse, keyboard 
----Output Devices Printer 
-----Video Monitor 
----
EGA, VGA or con\patiblc display 
Internet Connect ion At least ISON line 
3.5.2.2 Server Software Requirement 
The recommended sonwarc requirements for server arc listed at Table 3 3 
1'ab1e 3.3 ' ollwarc specifications for the scr er sofh arc 1cqui1cmcnt 
I'-.._-------~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Platform M icrosoll 2000 Server 
r--.___----~~~~~--t-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Web Server ~ t icroson Internet Information 'ervcr 5 0 
.....___----~~~~~--+.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Server cripting Engine Active Ser er Pngcs (/\S P) 
'0---.----~~~~-4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
atabasc Ser vcr SQI. Ser vcr 2000 
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3.5.2.3 Client ll anJware Req uirement 
The recommended hardv1are requi rements for the dient nrc listed at Table 
3.4 
Table 3.4 I lardware specificat ions for the client hnrdwnre requirements 
Minimum Requirements 
Computer/Processor Intel Pentium 100 ~ IHZ or greater and other compatible X86 
processors like AM O 
Memory 128 megabytes (MB) of RAM recommended minimum [64 
MB minimum supponed, 4 gigabytes (GB) maximum] 
Hard Disk 2 GB hard disk with a minimum of 1.0 GB free space. 
(AdditionAI free hard disk space is required if you are 
insta lling over a network.) 
CPU Support Windows 2000 Server supports up to four CPUs on one 
machine 
Input Device Mouse, keyboard 
Video Monitor EGA, VGA or compntiblc display 
Modem/ Internet Connection A minimum 28 8kbps modem is required 
3.5.2.4 Client Soft ware lkqui rc111e11t 
The recommended so fl ware 1 cquircmcnt s for client a1 c listed at Table 3 5 
Table 3.5 Soll ware specilica1io11s fo1 the client soil ware rcqui1 cmcnt 
Plat form M ic1 oson 2000 Sci VCI 
Web Orowscr lnte1 net Explorer 5 5 
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3.6 Summary 
This chapter discussed the methodology used to develop the Web-enabled Fulfillment System, 
Which is the waterfa ll model with prototyping. It is very imponant in having the right 
methodological approach as it will affect whether the aims and objectives could be achieved 
successfully. Besides that, information gathering approach also discussed in this chapter to 
enable the reader to understand how the author gather related information and user requirements 
in order to develop the system. 
This chapter also covered the functional requirements and non-functional requirements in the 
Requirements Analys is and Specifications section. The au thor needs to study all these 
requirements and translate it into system cha'racteristics during the system design in order to meet 
the exact requirements of the users. System development tools that had chosen also discussed in 
this chapter. These tools are discussed based on their suitabil ity to develop the system. 
Finally, the last section in this chapter discussed about the development and runtime 
re · qu1rements for the Web-enabled fulfillment System. 
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Chapter 4 Systern Design 
Design phase is the stage of system development where the requirements for the system are 
translated into the system characteristics to meet the user requirement and satisfaction. 
4.1 System Architecture 
The Web-enabled Fulfillment System is designed to leverages the traditional client I server 
architecture and extends it to the web. It is using the 2- tier client I server systems where the first 
tier is the web client and the second tier is the database server. 
For the web-client side, client is equipped with web browser (Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5) to 
view the info rmation displayed on the screen, receive data or information from the server. The 
application logic is buried within the database on the server. Users are running the GU I on the 
client. It sends fil e system calls, SQL, or I rrrr commands over a network to the server. The 
server processes the request and returns the result s. Figure 4.1 shows the archit ectu re of the 2-
tier client I server app lica tion. 
Tier I 
Craphicnl User 
lntcrfncc (Client ) 
SQL. File Server, 1 ITTP Protornls 
Tirr 2 
D11t11b11sc 
Server 
Figure 4.1 A 2-ticr Client/Sci vcr /\pplicntion Architecture 
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4.2 Program Design 
Author has imposed program design as a process to trnnsfcr the syst ~m r~quirements to system 
functions. Web-enabled foulfillment System is designed bnsed on the dntn tlow oriented designs, 
which divide the system modules and sub modules. 
Web-enabled Fulfil lment System can be funher defined into several sub modules, which are: 
I.Fulfi ll ment system 
)... Approved order (View fu nctionality) 
)... Order Picking (View and edit functionality) 
)... Consolidation (View and edit functionality) 
)... Staging Arca (View and edi t functionality) 
)... Out of warehouse (View and edit fu nctionality) 
)... ru lfi lled (View and edit fu nctionality) 
)... Stock requisition form (View functionality) 
:,... Pick Note (View functionality) 
)... Login 
)... Logout 
)... I lomcpagc 
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4.2. I System Flow 
This section described the task nows of the Wcb-cnnblcd Fulti llment System. It helps 
the author to design the system in organize and order! mnnncr . The tlow o f the web-
enablcd fu lfillment system can be cl escrihecl as 17igure -t .2. 
Order is approved 
i 
Warehouse accumulates orders and put Orders that cannot have all 
them into a pick l ist 
.. 
the products will be sent to 
! a back order form 
Products are picked from the pick li st 
! 
Consolidation occurs where products in the Orders that consol idated arc 
same order that arc taken from separate .. transfer red to Stock 
warehouse arc collected to be package Requisition Form 
together 
! 
Orders that arc packed wi ll be sent 10 the 
staging area fo r pid,ing 
~ 
Delivery agents pick up Grders fro111 
staging area 
~ 
Pmd11 r.1.; IN1v1' w nrnhn11 .;:1• 
! 
Ordl'r" "''Ill In r 11 ,.lnnw1 " 
! 
F ml Ii ii Ii I I 1111•111 
Figurr -' .2 Flm of \Vch-c1111hlcd Fullillmcrll System 
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4.2.2 O;tta Flow Diagrnm 
Data r:low Di agra m (OFD) is a gra1~hi cnl chnrnctcrizn tinn to illustrntc how dnta tlows in 
a system. By representing system process with DFD. s stem could be easily understood 
by non-technical people. 
Generally, most data now modeling methods use four types of symbols to represent four 
types of system components, which are processes, data nows, data stored and entities. 
r ollowing is the summary about the system components 
Symbol Representation 
D Represent Entity 
D Represent Process 
I I Represent Data Strn c 
~ Rl!prcscnt Dnrn Flows 
Figure 4.3 Components of the Data Flow Diagram Un
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This section shows all the Data Flow Diagram for the moduks m the Web-enabled 
Fulfillment System. 
4.2.2.l 
Supplier 
Context Diagram 
Approvod Ordor ID 
Plckod Batch No. 
Dollvory Agont ID 
Fulfillod Ordo No 
Product Codo 
StatnO and Password 
Web-enabled Fulfillment 
System 
6 1 
Homepage 
Picked Batch List 
Fulfillod Order Details 
• 
Supplier 
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4.2.2.2 
r 
' 
Supplier 
Diagram 0 
Staff ID ono Ponword 
Homcp3gc 
ApPfOVed Order 10 
PtCk('(l O"ICh Lill 
l Poc:ked 0Jtcl1 1-IO ,. P 1Ckf'd 0.itch L11t 
10 
Voriry S1M 10 nn 
pahWOrd 
2 0 
Generate PICk 
B:lten ,. 
30 
Alloc31e J)(odUCll 
"" rto tne w:uenous 
) 
Picked Otltch No 
I 4 0 
Contohdate 
P'oduet• "" PICked 01\tCh Liii 
Otlrvtry Ag nt 10 
Otlrvery Agent 10 
Fu1n11100 OuJer No 
I 1111l11< t C<l<ln 
~ o 
.,. ~fivery ogent tak ... 
produ<;ll th3t lllO 
rei'.IOf 
00 l 
Upd;ile Older thajt~ 
~ art atrta<Jy OUI ol 
W31t'l10UH 
70 
ll U 
62 
Ch:11 t ~r ·• S' st~m D ·s1g11 
Retneved Appro ... ed O<der Details 
---~ 
Created PICk Batch Lrst 
Retneved Pick Batch L151 
Updated Pick Batch Lisi 
Ret11oveo P1Ck Blitch 1.1•1 
U pcl31ed Pick 1>3tch l11I 
RetriOVild r u11t1100 Oleltr 
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4.3 Database Design 
Basically, databases arc always the nuclear of most info rmntion system for most of the system 
being implemented. Almost every request nnd web pngcs in the Web-enabled Ful fi llment 
System are require a database to suppo11 it s activities 
For the Web-enabled Fulfillment System, relational model is chosen since it enables data stored 
in a way that minimizes duplicated data and eliminates certain types of processing errors that 
can occur when data are stored in other ways. Every table in the system is stored in rows and 
columns form. However, not all relations are equally desirable. For some relations, changing the 
data can have undesirable consequences, called modification anomalies. As a result, 
normalization, whi ch can eliminate the anomalies, is considered and emphasized during 
database design. Web-enabled Fulfillment System consist of 20 tables, which are: 
I. Order Transaction Information INORDR IP 
2. Order Transaction Detail s In fornrntion INORDR2P 
3. Order Transaction Address Information INOROR4P 
4. Pick Note Transaction Info rmation INPICKOP 
5. Pick Note Transaction Details Information INPICK2P 
6. Pick Note Transaction Actual Picked Details Info rmation INPI CK3P 
7. Pick Count Details INPI CK6P 
8. Stock Requisition f orm lleadcrs lNPICK 7P 
9. Stock Requisition r:orrn Details INPICKSP 
I 0. Stock Requisition f-orrn Inventory Link INPICK9P 
11 . Stock Inventory Balance Information INBALN IP 
12 Stock Inventory Lot/Serial Balance Information INBALN2P 
I 3 Stock Inventory Transact ion I leader INTRANOP 
14 Stock lnvcnto1y T11111snction l11 fl>r111 11 tion INTRAN IP 
I ~ Stock Inventory Trnmrnction lh:111111 k 111f'o1 matio11 INTRAN2P 
I(> User Lo8i11 l11lb11u11tion INLOG IP 
17 Employee Dctnils INLOG2P 
18 Delivery Agents lnliH 11111titH1 STCTR Y2P 
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19 
20 
Warehouse Information 
Warehouse Location Informal ion 
Chapter 4 S~ stcm Design 
lN\Vl tSF IP 
lNLOC:\ l P 
This section list down all the database s1ruc1L1 re for 1hc WdH~nnbkd Fulfi ll ment S~1st em . 
Table 4. 1 
-
Field 
RCTY 
.._ 
CRDT 
-I@ 
-~ 
-FIRM 
-0RDT 
-TIME 
-STAT 
---AC No 
~ 
PAYM 
'::"---... 
OS Re 
EADo 
TEr-
:--:--.._ 
vsry 
:--.... 
VS No 
:-:--.... 
VSNM 
~ 
VsyM 
V§co-
DLAc -
-
Order Transact ion lnfo nn11t ion INO RDR I P 
Key: TXCO + n EF 
Description 
Records type : A for active record, • for delete record 
Create date 
Transaction code : SO for sale order , CS for cancel sale 
order , RT for goods return . EX for goods exchange 
Reference number 
Firm 
Order date 
Order time 
Status code : B for back order . P for pending approval , 
A for approved , K for picking • 0 for go to delivery agent , 
G for go out from delivery agent , C for completed delivery , 
V for verify 
Account number, auto-generate the account number for new 
ID number 
Payment method : V for credit card . C for COO . a for 
cheque , P for pre-paid . I for Installment 
--Order source : T for telephone order .V for voice mall order, 
M for mailing order . E for e-mail order . W for web order 
Email address 
Telephone number 
-Credit card type : V for Visa , M for Master , O for diners 
--Credit card number 
Credit co1d cllont namo 
Crodlt card expiry YYYYMM 
Crodlt cn1d 11pp1 ovo1 cocfu . ·coo· wlll l>o usod for coo and 
clloquo 
Oollvory ooont uccount 11 u111uor 
Type 
· ~~mrnm.:::· ~~e:m:::::::~1 
Char 1 
Number 8 0 
Char 2 
Char 7 
Char 10 
Number 8 0 
Number 6 0 
Char 1 
- --Char 8 
Char 1 
Char 1 
Varchar2 60 
Varchar2 20 
Char 1 
Varchar2 20 
-
-Varctu1r2 40 
Number 6 
Varchnr2 10 
f-
Chor 8 
-
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RLTX 
RLRF 
ccy 
~MT 
IMTH 
OMSG 
-SPOROR 
SPDATE 
SAMT 
-
Table 4.2 
-Field 
-RC Ty 
--CRDT 
-rxco 
~ -
---PRoo 
~ -
Qry- -
~ 
PR1c 
r--.._ 
Ccy 
AMT-
~ 
SAMT 
~ SU pp 
STAT -
Di:Ac -
'::----.. 
CHRG 
SPoR-oR -
~ SPDATE -
FiR°M 
r-
IMiH 
-
D10 
-
IMiHNXT 
... 
Related transaction code . 
Related transaction reference 
Currency 
Amount 
Installment month 
Order message 
Special delive ry date flag 
Special delivery date 
Settled amount 
Order Transaction Details Infor mation INORDR2P 
Key: TXCO+ REF+ PROO 
Description 
Record Type: A for active record . • for delete record 
Create date 
Ch Ar 
Chnr 
Chnr 
Number 
Number 
Char 
Char 
Number 
Number 
Type 
Char 
Number 
Transaction codo:SO for sale order.CS for cancol sale order Char 
--Reference number Ct1ar 
-Product code Char 
--Marketing Program ID Char 
Quantity Number 
._ 
Price Number 
Currency Char 
~mount . Number 
Settled amount in settle currency Number 
--Supplier Char 
2 
-7 
3 ~ 
15 2 
9 0 
40 
1 
18 0 
15 2 
Len 
1 
8 
-2 
-7 
-15 
5 
15 
15 
3 
15 
. 
15 
8 
-Status Char 1 
Delivery agent Char 8 
Charge code Char 3 
Special dolivory dato llog Chor 1 
- -Spociat dolivory doto Number 8 
Firm Chor 10 
111:.;tntltnont rtHHllh :.; Nurnbor 9 
·-Dlsco1111t vnh11 Number 18 
Noxt l11st111t111011t <1111 0 Nurnbor 8 
-
--
Dec 
0 
-
--
-2 
-2 
-
-2 
2 
-
--0 
-
-0 
-0 
-0 
-
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Table 4.3 
Field 
RCTY 
-CRDT 
TX c o 
......._ 
REF 
lA:oo1 
lA:oo2 
-~DD3 
-~DD4 
---ZIP 
---CTRY 
-NAM1 
---NAM2 
r-_ 
NAM3 
i--_ 
TEL 
-IZONE 
,..__ 
CHRG 
'fable 4.4 
~ Field 
':---.. 
Rcry 
~ 
CR or 
':---.. 
BATCHNO 
:;::-___ 
rxco -
Rei:-
~ STAT 
~ 
REAoy 
-
Order Transaction Address Information INORDR-' P 
Key: TXCD + REF 
Description Type 
Record type: A for active record, • for delete record Char 
Create date Number 
Transaction code:SO for sale order, CS for cancel sale order Char 
Reference number Char 
Address line 1 Varchar2 
Address line 2 Varchar2 
Address line 3 Varchar2 
Address line 4 Varchar2 
Address zip code Varchar2 
Address delivery country Char 
Delivery name Varchar2 
Delivery name Varchar2 
Delivery name Varchar2 
Telephone number Varchar2 
Delivery zone Varchar2 
Charge code Char 
. 
Pick Note Transnction Info rmation IN PIC KO P 
Key: llATC ll NO + TXC D + HEF 
Descript ion Type 
Record type: A for active record. • for delete record Char 
Crete dato Number 
Batcll number Cllar 
Transaction code:SO for sa le order.CS for cancel order Cllar 
-Reference numlJer Char 
Status Char 
. 
Rootly stotus Cllor 
~ 
L"e1l Dec 
1 
8 0 
2 
7 
3 
40 
40 
40 
10 
2 
40 
40 
40 
20 
10 
-3 
-
Len Dec 
1 
8 0 
10 
2 
7 
1 
1 
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Table 4.5 
Field 
RCTY 
CROT 
ITXco 
REF 
...__ 
PRoo 
..__ 
WHSE 
..__ 
LOCA 
-QT'( 
-PK or 
.__ 
PKTM 
-EXNo 
-RLTX 
-RLRF 
-BATCH NO 
...___ 
l'nblc 4.6 
r.---._ 
Field 
I:::---. Rcry 
~ CR or 
rTXco 
r::-.... REF 
~ PRoo 
;-:-__ 
WHsE 
I:--_ 
Loe A 
tor-
~ 
~ PCNT 
Pick Note Transaction Details Information IN PICl'-2 P 
Key: BATCHNO + TXCO + REF+ rnOD + WI IS~ + l,OC:\ 
Descripti on . Type 
Record type: A for active record, "for delete record Char 
Create date Number 
Transaction code:SO for sa le order.CS for cance l sale order Char 
Reference number Char 
Product Char 
Warehouse Char 
Location code Char 
Quantity Number 
Pick date Number 
Pick time Number 
External number Char 
Related transacti on code Char 
Related transacti on number Char 
Batch number Char 
Len 
1 
= 8 
2 
7 
15 
3 
15 
18 
8 
18 
20 
2 
7 
10 
'-
Piel< Note 'Transaction Actual Picl<cd Details Info rmation IN PI CKJ P 
l<cy: TXCO + REF 
Descripti on Type Len 
-
- >-
Record type: A for record. • for cancel record Clu1r 1 
'--
Create date Number 8 
-Transaction code:SO for sale order.CS for cancel sale order Char 2 
-Reference number Char 7 
Production Char 15 
Warehouse Char 3 
Location code Char 15 
-Lot 11111nber I serlol number Chor 20 
Quantity Number 18 
Pockoao count Number 18 
67 
Dec 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Dec 
-
1--
0 
-
-
-0 
0 
-
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Table 4.7 Pick Count Details IN PI CK6P 
Key: BATCHNO + PROD + WllSE + LOCA 
-
Field Description Type t._en 
~ 
RCTY Record type: A for active record, * for delete record Char 1 
-
CRDT Create date Number 8 
BATCH NO Batch number Char 10 
WHSE Waret1ouse Char 3 
LOCA Location Char 15 
-PRoo Product Char 15 
-QTY Quantity . Number 18 
PCNT 
-
Package count Number 18 
Table 4.8 Stock Rcq uisi lion Form Header INPICK7 P 
,__ 
Key: IJATClllD + SEQ 
Field Description Type Len 
-Rcry -Record type: A for active record, • for delete record Char 1 
-CROT Create date Number 8 
t:--... 
BATCH ID Batch number Char 10 
~ 
SEQ -Sequence number Char 3 
t::--.. 
DLAc Delivery agent Char 8 
~ 
SEND FROM -Send from warehouse Char 3 ~ -
SEND_FROM LOCA Send from warehouse location Cher 15 
~ -
SEND_ To Send to warehouse Char 3 
~ ~D_TO_LOCA Send to warehouse location Char 15 
PAYM - -Payment type Char 1 
Sloc l< lh·quisilion Form l),•1ails IN PI C h:HP 
l<cy: BAT(' l 11)) + SEQ .. 0 1~)) TXC'I> + onn_IU~F + PROD 
Flo Id Ooscrlptlon 
Rcry --Roco1tl typo: A for ucllvu 1oco1tl, • 101 tloloto 1ocord 
CRor - Cronto dnto . 
BArc H10 8 11tcll fllf111l> 0 1 
Type Len 
Ctrnr 
Numbor 18 
Chn1 10 
De.c 
.. 
0 
0 
0 
Doc 
-
0 
-
Dec 
0 
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SEQ 
-
ORO TXCD 
ORD_REF 
PROO 
QTY 
Table 4. 10 
-
Field 
.......__ 
BATCH ID 
.__ 
Sequence number 
Ord er type 
Order reference 
Product 
Quantity 
Stock Requisition Form Invent ory Link IN PICK9P 
Key: BATClll D + SEQ 
Description 
Batch number 
Chnµtcr 4- Sys tcn~ Dl'Sign 
c11ar 3 
-ClHlf 2 
Chnr 7 
Ch Ar 15 
Number 10 0 
Type L~nYTH iJ:e:tLffH~H 
I ·:·:;;::··-·~.;:?:·~:~-~~ ~ -~-;~·;:;: :-~:~-; :~.~ -~~:~-~-~-:-~:~ 
Char 10 
rxco Transaction code:SO for sale order.CS for cancel sale ord er Char 2 
--REF Reference number Char 7 
--SEQ Sequence number Char 3 
--Rcry --Record type: A for active record, • for delete record Char 1 
--CRDT Create date Number 8 0 
-- -
l'able 4. 11 Stock lnvcntoa·y Balance Info rmat ion INOALN IP 
Key: FIRM + WllSE + PROD + YYMM 
r.:--._ 
Field Description Type Len Dec 1::---_ Rcrv Record type: A for active record, • for delete record Char 1 ~ CR or - - -Create date Number 8 0 
:--._ 
YYMM - --
~ Year I Month Number 6 0 FIRM -Finn Char 10 
:-:--_.._ 
WHsE -
~ Warehouse Char 3 PRoo Product Char 15 fQTy --
~ Total Quantity Number 15 2 OQTy - -
~- Ordered Quantity but not delivery out of warohouso Number 15 2 - t--
~ Unavoilablo qu El nt lty Number 15 2 -Avulloblo quantity Number 15 2 
-
-
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Table 4. 12 
Field 
RCTY 
~ 
CROT 
FIRM 
WHsE 
PRoo 
LOCA 
~ 
LOT 
furv 
~ 
OQTY 
-
Tnblc 4. 13 
K 
-
cy: 
Field 
--RCTY 
CR5T 
-TX co 
~ 
REF 
~IVE -
fiRM -
:--.._ 
'NHsE 
~ 
RLTX 
~ 
RLRF 
~ SU pp -
~ 
SUPP NAME 
~ 
~ID 
loWHse 
Stock Inventory Lot/Serial Bal;rncc Information INBALN1 P 
Key: FIRM + WllSE + PRO O + LO A + LOT 
Description Type 
Record type: A for active record, " for delete record Ch RI' 
-Creation date Number 
Finn Char 
Warehouse Char 
Product Char 
Location Char 
Lot number I Serial number Char 
Total quantity . Number 
Ordered quantity but not delivered out of warehouse Number 
Stock Inventory T ransaction Header INTllANO P 
REF 
' ' 
Description Type 
-- -Record typo: A for active record, • for delete record Char 
--Creation date Number 
~ 
Transaction code: PR for product received, PO for product Char 
delivery, GR for goods returned, IS for Stock Issue, TR for Char 
Stock Transfer, AD for Stock Adjustment Char 
Reference number Char 
Date active Char 
Finn Char 
Warehouse Char 
Related transaction code Char 
-Related transaction rof eronce Char 
Supplier code Chor 
Supplie r name Char 
Status Char 
UsorlD Char 
To wnr ohouso Chor 
70 
Len Dec 
1 
8 0 
10 
3 
15 
15 
20 
18 0 
18 0 
Len Dec 
-1 
- -8 0 
-2 
- --7 
--10 
-10 
-3 
2 
7 
10 
-40 
-1 
-10 
-3 
-
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Table 4.14 
Field 
RCTY 
-
CROT 
rxco 
REF 
-SEQ 
REMK 
-
Table 4.1 s 
- Field 
-Rcrv 
-CR or 
TX co 
---REF 
-TOLOCA 
~ 
PRoo 
----Loe A 
:--..._ 
LOT 
TQry -
:::---..._ 
BEF_CUM -
AFT:cuM -
- -
Stock Inventory Transaction Information INTRAN 1 P 
Key: TX CO + REF + PROD 
Description Type Len 
Record type: A for active record, • for dolote record Char 1 
Creation date Number 8 
Transaction code:PR for product received, PD for product Char 2 
delivery, GR for goods returned 
Reference number Char 7 
Sequence number Number 18 
Remark Char 40 
tock Invent ory Transaction Remark Information INTRAN2P 
Key: TXCD + REF + SEQ 
Description Type Len 
Record typo: A for actlvo recqrd, • for delete record Char 1 
Creation date Number 8 
Transaction code: PR for product received, PD for product Char 2 
delivery. GR for goods returned 
Reference number Char 7 
To location code Char 15 
Product code Char 15 
-
-
-
-Location codo Char 15 
Lot number I serial number Char 20 
Total quantity Number 18 
Before cummulntlve Number 18 
After cummulatlve Number 18 
-
71 
Dec 
0 
0 
Dec 
---
-0 
-
--
-
-
0 
0 
--0 
- -
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Table 4.16 
-
Fjeld 
.... 
USRID 
USRNM 
~ASWD 
LU PDT 
Table 4.17 
-
Field 
......... 
~PNo QSsc 
.2.._ccup 
~SE 
f.!_RDT 
~SOT 
~RID 
~TLOGIN 
'f nbte 4. 18 
-~d 
Rcry 
-.;,,.:.__ 
£8QT 
FIRM ~ 
~ ~ 
User Login Information IN.LOG IP 
Key: USRID 
Descripti on 
User ID 
User Name 
User Password 
Last Update Date 
Employee Details INLOG2P 
Key: EMPNO 
Description 
Employee No 
Employee Name 
Occupation 
Warehouse 
First Date of Employment 
Last Date of Employment 
User ID 
Type 
Char 
Char 
Char 
Number 
Type 
Char 
Char 
Char 
Char 
Number 
Number 
Char 
Date and Time of the Last Time This User Logged into System Number 
Delivery Agena Derails STCTllY2P 
Key: DLAC 
Description Type 
Record Type: A for active record , · for delete record Char 
-Create date Char 
Owner Char 
--
Delivery Agents Char 
Zone Code Char 
72 
Len Dec 
8 
10 
8 
8 0 
Le'n. :·:::nee .. 
8 
20 
20 
3 
8 0 
8 0 
8 
12 0 
- -
Len Dec 
1 
--10 
10 
8 
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Table 4. 19 Wareh ouse Information INW ll SE I P 
Key: W l lSE 
-
field Description Type Len Dec 
RCTY Record Type: A for active record, "for deleto rocord Chnr ~- 1 
~ROT Create date Ch Ar 10 
EJRM - Owner Char 10 
~SE Warehouse Code Char 3 
NAME Warehouse Name Char 40 
Table 4.20 Ware house Loca t ion Informat ion INLOCA I P 
Key: LOCA, W I ISE 
-
Field Descript ion Type Len Dec 
-~TY Record Type: A for active record, • for delete record Char 1 
£BDT Create date Char 10 
!:QCA Warehouse Location Char 8 
FIRM 
-
Owner Char 10 
~ Warehouse Code Char 3 NAM - - ---- - -
-: E Warehouse Name Char 40 
-
-
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4.3 Interface Design 
System Interface design plays an impo11ant ro le in system development . lnt t'rnctive and user-
friendl y interfaces enable users to interact with component more l'l1iciently. These simple and 
Yet easy-to-navigate interfaces help users to solve their problems' hen they browse through the 
system. 
Basically, the interfaces for Web-enabled Fulfi llment System are presented in the form of Web 
pages. Screen designs arc performed in a standard layout to generate a better and user-friendly 
interface. 
There are two main parts for the Web-enabled Fulfillment System interface design, which are 
navigation bar and working area. The navigation bar consists of fun ction buttons that guide the 
users to browse through the Web pages in the system. Whereas the working area is the part of 
the Web page that interact wi th the users ' input and displays the output or results. 
The interface consists of two main colours only, which are navy blue and light blue with whi te 
background. Too many colours in the interface always confuse the users. 
The following are some interface design for the Web-enabled Fulfi llment System. 
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Figure 4.4 Interface for the login module 
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!l 
Figure 4.5 
Fulfi lhnent Systcn1 
·: ·: 
Interface for the main page of the Web-enabled rulfillmcnt System The 
navigation bar guides the user to link to web pages that they need. 
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.~i~.L~J 
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r·~e~ ~ .,~ ~ .1.1 ~ ~!"U(h J.jr;)(<~·M ,~ti'.t(~ " •, ' 1• J ' d 
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, , , ,, "'" '11'i T, , iWL:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·i 
~c:e110o:n Appro'7ed Orders ,.ij 
I ,' I : .. ,, :i.i' 
•~*~ DJ~~m~·~tnmMm: t[i, 
Figure 4.6 
R.tf-:1t11C<: Dati: 
511/200:? 
Spt t1nl Ordt1 
N 
:f", ~~··; J.:'tt,~· :;.; , ... ";u4;;. ~~m.1 ::·:-; 
Prod C¢·de N.unr Qr1 ~~P-i¥:l\?h.~~#Et!!Mirl lijj'l 
• ,. 1 - • • Miu o~oll 1fJ DOO l i :~i' 
Cordless M <..1;1e 
t- a~x -li; Mir.os;.rt l:) 
T1ad :ball 
ExplMrr ·wMt 
l)OCJ I 
I 
J 
Interface for the Approved Order module in the Fulfil lment System 
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4.4 Summary 
This chapter discussed the system architecture that needed to develop the Web-enabled 
fulfillment System. Furthermore, it also discussed the progrnm design. dntnbnse design and the 
interface design. This helps the author to trnnslate all the user requirements into system 
characteristics that meet the exact user requirement s. 
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Chapter 5 System Development and ln1plen1cntation 
Nearly all the design phases that have been presented to this point nrl' dirt>cted towards a final 
objective: to translate representation of soflwrirc in10 a form thnt cnn be ''understood'' by the 
computer. This section wi ll describes the processes and technique of transfers the system design 
into workable modules and programming codes, selling up the system in the same environment 
Where it will be used. 
s.1 ystcm Development 
5. 1. 1 lntrocluction 
In the system development phase, the design has to transfer into workable modules and 
the coding must be written according to the system design and the business logic. This is 
an important phase and developer must be very careful because any error or mistake in 
this phase wi ll affect the pe1 forman cc of whole system 
In order to reduce the mistakes and inc1ease the quality and perfo1mancc, the following 
steps must be considered when develop a system 
1. Development strategy 
2 Development platform configuration 
3 Development technique 
5. 1.2 Development strategy 
In order to choose an appropriate system development strategy to develop this Web-
enabled Fulfi llment System. 11 few development strntegics have been studied Finally. the 
module appr onch hus been c.:hose1110 apply i11to this system development phn. e 
I\ 11wd11k is 11 s11111d11lo11c, imlcpcmlcnt llrm:lillll ol'thc sys1c111 l ~a ch module 1:. developed 
scpar ntcl a11d l111c1 111te~1 nh.:d 111!0 the l\11l y functionnl system In th1 ::. sy. tem, each 
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module does a different and separate ft111ctio 11 . The rclation$hip$ hct\\ 1..'1..'n mtHiuks arc 
looser compare to the components in the module. Thcrc.!lhr~. th~ module npproaoh is 
suitable to be use during the devclop111e11t phnsc. 
ln this approach, one module will be developed first by fo llowing the module 
development steps. These processes will repeat until nll modules of the system have been 
created. rinally, those modules wi ll be integrated to make up a single and complete 
system. 
The development steps used to develop this system are: 
I. Develop a I lome or Main Menu of the system where all the services are called 
through it This step will just be taken in the first time to stan develop the system; 
2. Develop an independent module on it s own E<tch sub module or internal level in the 
module wi ll be develop first and then slowly move to the outer level of the module; 
3. Test the modu le following the sequence; 
4. Repeat step 2 and step 3 for another modules until all modules have been created ; 
5. Integrate these modules and carry out the integration testing. 
6. System level implementation, 
7. System testing; 
8. System evaluation. 
5. 1.3 OrvclopnH•nt Platfo rm Configuratio n 
Development environment has cert ain impact on the development of a system Using the 
. 
suitable hardware and soflwar e will speed up the system development and it 
performance The hardware nnd sollwarc tools used to develop the enti re system nrc ns 
fo llow· 
80 
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5. 1.3. 1 Hard ware Configurat ion For Ot•vclopnu•nf 
Table 5. 1 shows the hardware that arc used 10 ckvd np tht' system; 
Table 5. 1 I lard ware specifications for the clevelopmcn1 rcquircmcn1 
Minimum Requirements 
Computer/Processor Pentium 11 166 Ml lz or higher Pentium-compatible CPU 
M1.:mory 128 megaby1es (MO) of RAM recommended minimum 
Hard Disk Hard disk with a minimum of 2 GB free space. 
CPU Support Windows 2000 Server supports up to four CPUs on one machine 
Input Devices Mouse. keyboard 
Network Ncl\\ Ork Adapter Card 
Video Monitor EGA. VGA or compatible display 
5.1.3.2 Soft w:a r c Configura tion for Developmen t 
13ellow outline the sonware tools that need to develop the system 
Table 5.2 Sofiware specifications for the development requirement 
Software Purpose 
Microsoft Visual lntcrde 6.0 Coding the \\ cb pages 
Microsoft Fro111Pagc 2000 Design usc1 11tlc1 face 
M1croson QL Server 2000 Database 
Microsol\ Internet Explorer 5 S Ur owser 
M 1cr oson \V 1 ndO\\ s 2000 Sci\ er Opc1at111g Svstcm 
-
M1c1osol\ Inter 11 r..:1 l11 fo1 11111I H111 Sci' er ~ () Web Server 
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5. 1.4 Development Technique 
This section will explain the technique and strn tegy thnt nrc applied 111 the nctunl 
developments. It consists of three aspects· 
:..... Web Page Development 
:... Database Design 
:,.... Debugging 
5. I .4.1 Web Page Development 
The programming language chosen to develop the web page is Active Server 
Pages (ASP). As mention in the early chapter, the main tools chosen for the web 
development arc Microson Visual lnterdev, Microsoft f"rontPage and the Internet 
Explorers 5. The application js designed with platform-independence in mind. 
The page int erface is first design using the Microsoft f-ront Page. Then, coding or 
scripts arc added to the page by using the Microsofi Visual lntcrdcv When the 
coding is done, the page is view by browse it through the Internet Explorer If nny 
mistake or error is detected, changes arc immediately made and the document will 
be test again and agai n until no mistake is detected Beside that, other supponing 
tools such as Adobe Photoshop arc uscd in order w make the inter face mo1 c 
attracti ve.: 
5. I .4.2 Database Dcvd opmcnt 
Database is the most critical and impo1tant thing in a system. It plays an imponnnt 
role during the dcvclopmcnt and also fo1 futur c enhancement and customi1nt1on 
A p1 opc.:1 design database will case.: the development nnd customia tt ion process 
and vice vc.:r:-; 11 
The dntahusc ftll th is s SI ·111 is <.:1cutc.:d hy using the M1c1osoft SQI . cl'"\c.:1 2000 
Alh.·1 1hc Cl l'll tio11 nl' 11 ll tlw d11111 h11sc t11 hlcs. 11pprop11 11 tc data will be rn-;cncd rnto 
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some of the database tables to initialize the system. ln nnkr tn cnnnl'ct to the 
database, a connection string cn ll 'conncctdntn.nsp' hncl hct'n t'rl'll tl'd wht're each 
web page include this connection tO connect to clntnbnsc E"Xnmpk codt' to 
connect to database. 
StrConnccl =- "Providl!r SQLOl.EDB; D:tl:l Sourcc=~ l CS: " &_ 
"Initial Ca1alog=warl!l1ousl!; User ld=sa; Pnssword=mscs" 
5.1.4.3 Debugging 
Debugging is an activity to finding and fixing the bugs in the system. If a program 
doesn' t have any error. it didn' t mean that it is free of bugs. Therefore, 
programmer needs to carry out this debugging or trouble shooting process to 
eliminat e these bugs. Debugging is considered as the most boring process during 
the development phase. 
There are various types of crt ors that exist in the system: compile error, run-time 
error and logic error. For example, when handling logical error, it is importnnt to 
insen temporary debugging codes at cenain intervals to track movement of the 
program and return va lues of key variables in strategic locat ion inside the 
program. This is the most efTective way to debug logical errors in the system 
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5.2 System Implementation 
5.2. l Introduction 
System implementation is the process of setting up the system in the actual environment 
to provide actual service The strategy used to implement the s 1stem is a straightforward 
deployment. 
5.2.2 Deployment 
The deployment of this Web-enabled Fulfillment System is ease and simply. Firstly, after 
the completion of the coding process. the folders that contain the web page need to 
copied and upload into the server. Finally, the ' connectdata.asp' fi le must be edited to 
reflect the data source. The detai l step of deployment and setup can be referring to the 
user manual. 
5.2.3 Training 
For each new system, training must be carrying out in order to explain to and train the 
user about the functions provided by the system and the correct way to use it As the 
potential user of this system are not IT-savvy (staff of a non IT company), user training 
must be done properly to ensure that the user understand how to handler and use this 
system. Therefore, a comprehensive user manual that contains guidance and instmction 
to the system will be prepared for this purpose in the end of this dissertation. Un
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5.3 Summary 
This chapter describes the processes and techniques of trnnsfors the system design into 
workable modules and programmi ng codes. setting up the system in the same 
environment where it wi ll be used. 
Development strategy, development platform configuration and development techniques 
arc the three most important aspects in the system development phase. 
This chapter also discusses the system implementation to set up the system in the actual 
environment to provide actual service The strategy used to implement the system is a 
straightforward deployment. 
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Chapter 6 System Testing 
6.I Introduction 
Testing is a process that tests the half or full -developed system to make sure it can fulfill the 
objective req ui rement. Since Web-enabled Fulfillment System is developed using Model 
Waterfall wi th Prototyping, so testing is carries out along the development process. 
The main objectives of the testing process are stated as bellow (8]: 
);.. To reveal different types of error wiq1 a minimum amount of time and efforts. 
' To checks that the system performs its functions as specified in the requirement. 
\ 
' To assure the customers that the system they requested is the system that was built for 
them. 
' To allow users to exercise system functions and document additional problems that result 
from being at the actual site 
The testing process of the Web-enabled Fu lfillment System includes testing the interfaces 
between subsystems, the correctness of the output. and the usefuln ess and understandability or 
system documentation and output. 
The system has undergone 4 stages of testing which arc· 
I. Unit Testing 
2. Integration Testing 
3 'ystl!m Tl!st i11g 
4. User Tcsti11g 
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6.2 Unit Testing 
In unit testing, the most basic units of the system - the individunl modules nre tested, A module 
is tested independent of other modules. The main objective of unit testing is to ensure program 
accuracy, data integrity, usability and efli ciency at the module level. 
The steps involved in unit testing of this Web-enabled Fulfi llment System are listed as bellow: 
1. First. examine the program coding by reading through it , try ing to spot algorithm, data 
and syntax faults. 
2. Then, compare the code with the specifications and design to make sure that all relevant 
cases had been considered. 
3. After fini shed the coding of that module, view the web page through the browser and 
eliminate remaining syntax faults or errors if exist. 
4. Final ly, develop the test cases to show that the input is properly converted to the desired 
Olli put. 
The test cases, which wi ll be built , arc used to test some important aspects of the system such ns 
the interface, local data structure, output of the program, boundary condi tions and also the error 
handling paths. 
Conclusion of Unit Testing 
Unit testing has been done during the coding nnd development phase. It is a continuous process, 
which must be carried along this phase to en'sure that the output and the logic and process flow of 
that unit or module can satisfy the user requirement. 
AOcr curried out the unit testing. 11 lot of' logic errors. clntn structure faults, input validation and 
unexpected output have been found. These cno1 s amt foults need to be solve before proceed to 
tlic · · · 1111cgn1t1on 1cst 111g prm:css 
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As the conclusion some modifica1io11 has been c;11111.·d nut in ntlkt t ~' th tht'~t' t't t t' I~ and 
upgrade the functionality of' this system. l'he1efoi1.· :1 llll nf 111.'" 1.'lHll\\ll fi.tHt'Ht'll ~ h,1d heen 
insc1tcd into the prng1am in 01de1 to rn11t1ol 1hc input and tHllput \.1h1 1.' 1. f th1.' pt\)~t am. for 
example the display f'u11ctio11 that wi ll p1ompt a n11:ssagt.• ltl 1nli.Hm tl:\1.'1 th.H no 1nfo1mation is 
found . 
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6.3 Integration Testing 
The integration testing process will be carried out after the unit testing process has been done. 
When the individual modules arc working correctly and meet the system objective during the 
unit testing, these modules then combined· into a working system. While several independent 
modules combined into a single system, it will cause some unpredicted and unexpected errors 
that related to the integration of these modules. So, integration testing is a systematic approach 
for constructing the application whi le conducting tests to uncover errors associated with 
interfacing of different components or modules. 
The development of the Web-enabled Fulfillment System is divided into modules and then all 
the modules arc integrated as one main system Therefore the bottom up approach is the most 
suitable integration testing method Each co111pont:nt or module at the lowest level of the system 
hierarchy is tested individual first. Then, the next components to be tested arc those that call the 
Previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all components or modu les arc 
•ncludcd in the testing. 
After linished the integration test, those errors and fau lts discovered should be corrected as soon 
as Possible in development in order to proceed to the system-testing phase. 
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6.4 System Testing 
After all the modules are completed, the entire system must nO\ be vnlidntcd. This validation is 
done by carry out the system testing process. Testing the whole system is very different from 
unit and integration testing. When doing the system testing proccs .. the major different compare 
to unit and integration testing is that we need to ' ork with the ent ire environment of the system 
such as the hardware, software, databases and computer systems 
There are several types of system testing that can be used to test a software system. But only two 
types of system testing are used for this system: 
6.4. 1 Function testing 
Function testing focus on the functionalit y of the system that based on the system fUnctional 
requirements. It checks whether the system provides the necessary function to do n pnrticular 
task, which it supposes to do 
6.4.2 Pcrfo rm:incc testing 
This testing is carrying out after the fun~tion testing process. When the system performs the 
function required by the requirements, the testing process then turn to test the way in which 
those fun ct ions are performed. Thus, the performance testing addresses the non-fu net ionnl 
requirements. The purpose of this testing is to test the nm time performance of this software 
Within the context of an integrated system. It involves both hardware nnd son, arc 
instruments 
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6.5 User Testing 
Although all testing discussed earlier have been performed, another importnnt testing will be user 
testing. End user will be the user that will be using our system So, user testing is important to 
&et a view of our system and any comment from them is useful to enhance our system based on 
their requirement. 
For this project, the author has invited several users to perform the user testing. The users are one 
of the programmers that involved in the development of warehousing system and a few non-IT 
savvy users. 
After perform this user testing, a lot of useful info rmation has been gained. This information is 
Very useful and helpful when perfo rming the system upgrade process and bugs checking process. 
Bellow is a summary of some comments given by the user during the user testing. 
).. The interface design is not enough at1ractive, it will cause the user feel bored when using 
the system Some colorful but fo rmal picture and icon can be inserted into the system tt) 
make the interface look more nicely 
).. The repo11ing module only provides some common repo11s, more details repon nbout 
warehouse system is not provided. 
)... The system must have a help file, which can guide the user when using this system So. it 
can reduce the mistake or error cause by unskillful user 
).. All the necessary tasks and functions that need to be done during the flilfill orders process 
are included. 
).. The system is easy to use and understand. 
After study tlwsc cu111111c11ts by those usc1 s. s11 111c co111111c11ts have been considered during the 
llpg111dl! p1 m:ess and 11HHlili c11 tlllll hn~ been pclltn111cd to climi1111tc or reduce t ho~ c 
Weaknesses 
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6.6 Summa ry 
Testing is a very important proce~ that can ensure the nccurncy and precise of the 
developed system. Errors that arc discovered during the testing can be eliminated before 
distribute it to the users. 
This chapter discusses the four types of testing techniques that the author used for the 
testing process which are unit testing. integration testing, system testing and user testing. 
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Chapter 7 System Evaluation 
7.I Introduction 
This is the fin al phase in the li fe cycle of thi s project During the period of coding and 
implementation, various technical and non-technical problems ' ere encountered. So, this chapter 
highlights some of the problems faced throughout the project and also the solutions that have 
been taken to solve it. Besides that, this chapter also includes the evaluation of the system to 
identify its strengths and limitations As suggestion to further improvement of this system, the 
Possibi lity to enhance the system is also explored 
7.2 Problems and Solutions 
7.2. I Dinirulty in making decision when choosing development tools 
Choosing suitable development tools is the most important and critical process in the 
sonwarc development cycle. There arc many sofi ware tools avai lable in the market today, 
for example· Active Server Pages, Java, C, Cold rusion, Java Server Pages that cnn be 
used to develop a web site and Microson Access. Mi crosoft SQL Server 2000, Oracle 9i 
Database that can be used for database Unfortunately, this wide rnngc or tools a nil abk 
had raised the problems on mak ing the decision in choosi ng the most suitable tools for 
the system needs 
In 01der to solve this problem, the author fi rst defines the needs of the system After that, 
research is carried based on the needs of the system The researches arc done by urfing 
the lnte111ct nnd seek for ndvicc fi 0 111 experience people such us the ex-supervisor dunng 
the indust1 inl 11 nining and even the scnirn s that engaging in similru p1 ojcc1 
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7.2.2 Ambig uity in understanding the fultillm ent pnH't'SS 
It is quite difficu lt to understand the business 110\ of the fi.1ltill mcnt s 1sten1. A lot of 
logical problems were encounler during the dcvclopment phase Besides that. ambiguous 
related tO the ftJlfillment process has caused H IOI of logical fau lts in the program. 
This problem was solved by aski ng help from some experience people that involve in the 
fulfillment process or warehouse system. In additi on. by referring to some business books 
could also lead to belier understanding and knowledge on the fulfillment process. 
7.2.3 Lack of lrnowlcdge and experience in the web development 
Starting the project withoul prior knowledge of ASP, VBScript and JavaScript causes a 
lot of' uncertai nty in the coding. As never being exposed to such languages through out 
the course of studies. I car 11-11 i<l l s11 a1e1.1,ies wc1 e used instead 
This problem was solved by putting a lot of hard work on referring the books nml cmlinc 
information. These do help a lot iri order to grasp these languages. Besides that , the 
author also asking advice from course mate who are using the same tools and always 
discussed problems that encounter with them. Therefore, this problem only proved to be 
slight delay in the schedule with several weeks with little progress Aficr the knO\ ledge 
and ski lls has been fami liarized, everything went on rather smoothly 
7.2.4 lkll'rmininJ.! Srnpt• of tht• System 
It is quit e hnrd for the author to detc11111111.: the sc:opc of the system The dcrnil thnt 
involved i11 the fi1lfil1111ent pl O<.:CSS is llllclca1 beC:llllSe of' the inexperience in the topic 
Fi11111l y, muny discussions with ·~pcl 1cm:cd p10g,111m111e1 that involve in the development 
of the litlfillmcnt system hel p the mrthtn 10 outl ine the scope of the project to be build in 
the 1111ti 11 I stages 
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7.3 Strength of Wcb-cnal>lcd Fulfillment System 
7.3. 1 User-friendly interface 
The interface of the Fulfillment System is simple and ensy to use. As mentioned earlier, 
this Web-enabled Pulfi llment System is used for the warehouse's administ rators only. All 
the data is critical, as fau lt that makes in one stage wi ll affect all the other stages and also 
the whole fulfillment process. Therefore, the interface only consists of 2 main colours 
with 110 animation in order to not confusing the users. Besides that, useful Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) such as drop-dow11 list is used to make the interface simple and to 
shorten the process time of the user. Navigation bar on top of each pages allow user to go 
th rough each process easily and clearly by simple point-and-click function. 
7.3.2 Fasc response time 
Each web page is designed as simple as possible to allow fast loading. Large size 
graphical images are avoided This consideration has also been taken into the sci ipting 
part where overhead of ca lling script are kept to a minimum The data validations arc also 
carried out at the client si te to enhance fast response time. 
7.3.3 Rcli:•IJlc process ing 
The programming logic applied in the program is well tested to ensure it accuracy and 
correctness Datn entry was verified and vnlidated fi rst before any updating carried out 
into the database to prevent the database integrity The system prompts an error message 
whenever the user inputs invn lid in f'o rn111t ion or the system docs not hnve sunicicnt 
in fornrnt ic)ll to updat e the cl111ab11se in order to proceed to other stnges 
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7.3.4 Effective System Control 
This Web-enabled Pulfillment Sysicm has employed the ndv lllce identifi cation and 
authentication technology to protect the system from authorized access. Users are 
allowed to make the fu lfillment process and proceed from one stage to another stage after 
logon to the system with their unique ID and password. Unregistered users are prohibited 
from entering into the system. Therefore, the system is well designed that unauthorized 
users are not allowed from accessing the information stored in the database. 
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7.4 Limitation of Web-enabled Fulfillment Systrm 
After the development phase, author has successfu lly identified ~omc.' of the system limitations 
found in the syste111 . These system limitations arc due to the time constraint , facilities constraint 
and lack of knowledge about the programmipg languages The limitntions are stated as bellow. 
7.4. l Browser Limitations 
At the moment, this Web-enabled Fulfillment System can be fu lly operational and 
interpreted using Microsoft Internet Explorer only. Users using other web browsers such 
as Netscape Navigator will not get the full advantage of the system. Some of the features 
in the system will not function properly if users choose to use web browsers other than 
Microsoft Internet Explorer This is because VBScript has been widely employed as the 
defau lt programming language for the system 
7.4.2 Laci< of ecurity Features 
Whole system security is cont rol by the login process only. This will make it diflicult to 
protect the database integrity and output the unreliable database. The unauthorized users 
can easily access to the system if they can crack the login module. 
7.4.3 Absence of hipping l\l cthotl 
Currently, this Web-enabled Fulfil1111cnt Systc111 clol!s not provide the facilities of 
choosing the appropriate transportation that used to send the products to the customer 
This is duc to the time constraints •~nd lack of in formation about the implcmentntion of 
the shipping methods 
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7.4.4 Absence of Process to Contact Delivery Agent 
This Web-enabled Fulfillment System docs not implement the proeess of contact the 
delivery agents to collect the products. This is due to the time constraint. Besides that, the 
author does not have enough knowledge to use the nd nnced technology to contact the 
delivery agents such as SOAP. 
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7.5 Future Enhancement 
Although a lot o f efforts have been dedicated in deve loping this s 1stcm. thcr~ sti ll has a space for 
the future enhancement The fol lowing list stated some suggestions for future evolution of the 
system which are not covered in this project. 
7.5. 1 Enhance the Existing n cporling l\lodulc 
The existing reponing modu le needed 10 enhance to provide more powerful function. It 
should have the function that can allow the user to customize the type and style of report 
they needed. Besides that , the users must be provided with the function, which enable 
them to save the repons in certain format or type of document fil e they want for further 
study or analysis. 
7.5.2 Provide llclp Facility 
Add a feature that can provide the help fil e for the users to guide them in using this 
system The users can browse to the help module and search for the topic they needed in 
order to get 1he hc.!lp in format icrn This i. very imponant for new users that without n user 
manual to getting s1ancd using the system 
7.5.3 SOA P Technology to Contact Delivery Agents 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 1s n lightweight protocol for exchangi ng 
information in a decentrali zed and distributed environment I 1 1 I Messages arc routed 
along a message path and this can he used to conlact the Delivery agents by sending 
message to I hem 
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7.5.4 Inventory Management System 
The existing rutfil lmcnt System that had been developed nllows the warehouse' s 
administrator to check stock in the warehouse for folfillment process only. With 
Inventory Management System, they can actually enter the stock movement in the 
warehouse that includes the Goods Received Note, Stock Adjustment, Stock Issue and 
Stock Transfer 
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7.6 Summary 
This chapter highl ights some of the problems faced throughout the project and also the 
solutions that have been taken to solve it. Besides that, this chapter also includes the 
evaluation of the system to identify it s st rcngt hs and I imitations. As suggestion to further 
improvement of this system, the possibility to enhance the system is also explored. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
Web-enabled Fulfillment Sys1em is developed in meter 10 help 1hc suppliers. to automate and 
structure the order fulfillment process. Every impo11an1 aspects to made up a successfu lly web 
based application has been seriously reviewed and planned. The expected outcomes of the Web-
enabted rutfi llment System arc fast and secure 1ransactions, user-friendly system and the most 
important is easy to manage and maintain. 
In the process of developing the system, a lot of useful knowledge and valuable experience were 
gained. This project provides a chance for author to learn how to develop a complex system 
starting from system study to system desig~ . Besides that, throughout the system development 
Process, au1hor has given the opportunity to study and practiced some useful ski ll s and 
knowledge in web based programming languages such as ASP, VBScript, I ITML and techniques 
such as configuring web server and da1abase. The valuable experiences will definitely prove 
uscflt l in the future endeavors. 
In conclusion, involving in e-commerce system dcveloprncnt is a valuablt.: experience for nuthor 
and further enhancement needs to be conducted to improve the system' s functionalit y and 
efficiency. 
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Appendix A: Survey Questions 
I. Do you know about Business-to-business (B2B) clcc1ronic commerce·. 
A. Yes 
B. No 
2. Have you ever involved in any fulfil lmcnl system or warehousing management? 
A. Yes 
B. No 
If yes, please answer the following questions. 
3. The abi li1 y to get suppliers enabled and ready to transact business online is one of the 
success of any e- procuremcnt. What do you think about this? 
4. Do you want to conduct the transaction bf your warehouse by your own company or 
allow a fu lfi llment company to handle the transaction management for you? Why? 
5. Do you store your products in different warehouse at diITcrent location? 
A. Yes 
B. No 
6. Detai led rcpons monitor progress and provide project ana lysis. Do you agree with it? 
Why? 
A Yes 
B. No 
. 
7. Are delivery agents allowed to keep track the status of each product in the warehouse? 
Why? 
A Yes 
B. No 
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8 Products arc always picking in hatch hc:l(H e dcli\l·t c:d it Ill l' ll:\l1HtW1 
lo pick your prncluct s'' (111ore than onl' option ran lw sl'll'l It'd) 
1\ Pi<.;k hy or dl!r 
13 Pick by quantity 
C l'a .. h. by due date 
() Pich. by dcltvL:ry agl!nls 
I: OthL:rs (please specify) 
111)\\ 1h l \ 1'll l'I t'f ' I 
~· 
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Appendi x B: User Manual 
Introduction 
This manual wil l provide some basic insights on how to install , manage and use the Web-enabled 
Fulfillment System. Basically, this web site is a simple and easy-to-use web based system. All 
the functions in the system can be easily found and executed by a simple point-and-click on the 
available function buttons and the related hyperlinks. 
About This User l\ilanual 
This user manual will guide user th rough all the functions avai lable in the system. The nrnnunl 
includes the fo llowing sect ions 
Chapter I 
Cha11t cr 2 
. Gelling started with Web-enabled f-u lfi llment System 
: Administrator Section 
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Chapter I: Getting Started With Web-enabled Fultilhnrnt Systcn1 
I.I System Requirements 
I. I. I Hardware llcq11irc11u.·11ts 
:,.. A Pentium processor ?r above (at least Pentium II is recommended) 
:,.. Minimum of 128 MB RAM 
:,.. Modem I NIC to connect to the Internet I Web Server 
:,.. Hard disk with a minimum of I 00 MB free space 
:,.. Keyboard and mouse 
:,.. VGA colour monitor 
1.1.2 oftwarc llcq11irc111t•11ts 
, Window 2000 Server 
:,.. Microson SQL Server 2000 
:,.. Microson Internet Exr>lorer 5 5 
:,.. Microsofi Internet Information Server (ll S) 
4 
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1.2 System Installatio n Procedures 
1.2. 1 Web Server Co11figurario11 
1.2. 1.1 C rea ting Virtua l Directory 
Wcb-cm1bled f-'ulfillm cnt Sy, tem is implemented us111g the Microsoft Internet 
Informa l ion Server as the web server 
f-irst of all , to setup the web server (llS), user may create a virtual directory 
. 
named warelumse in the web server under the root directory lnctpub\ wwwroot. 
Af1cr this, if the project fil es arc not stored inside the root directory (lnctpub\ 
wwwroot\wa rchousc), map the vinual directory to the physical directory in the 
server hard cir ivc where all the project files arc stored, for example C·\ 
web\ warehouse. 
If user wou ld 1101 like to rnap the vinual directory to the 1 oot directory ( lnetpuh\ 
wwwroot\warchousc), then all the project fil es must be uploaded to th!.! ' cb 
server root directory (lnctpub\ wwwroot\warchousr). 
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1.2. l.2 Setup Web Server Permission 
Afler the virtual directory has been created, permission must Qe assigned to the 
newly created directory. 
For Microson Internet Information Server ( ll S), please select the following 
permissions. 
a) llead . 
This permission enables browsers to read or downloads files stored in a 
home di rectory or a vrrtual directory. 
b) Execute Permissions. 
There is three types of execute permission avai lable in ll S: None, Script 
only, Scri pts and Executables. Please select the scripts only option This 
option wi ll allow the ASP script to be executed in the Web server and then 
sends the resulting I ITML page back to the browser 
1.2. 1.3 Upload ing Project Files 
Afler users had successfull y created and setup the vi rtual directory, copy project 
files in each diske11e into their respected virtual directory 
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1.2.2 System Database Configura ti on 
1.2.2.1 C reate New Dnta bast: 
Thi s Web-enabled Fullillment System's dntnbnsc is implemented us111g the 
Microsofi SQL Server 2000. Pirst of all . user needs to create a new database 
named warehouse using the SQL Server Enterprise I\ tanager (Figure I. I). 
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Figure I. I SQL Server Enterprise Manager 
1.2.2.2 C rea te New Tahle 
AOcr Create the new datnbase, user needs to create the new rabies bnsccl 
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Chapter 2: Administrator Section 
2.1 In troduction 
Web-enabled Fulfillment System is designed to provide simple. u eful and user-friendly 
interface for user to deal with it. Generally, Web-enabled Fulfillment System's screen design can 
be divided into two parts, which arc navigation area and working area (Figure 2. 1). 
I. Navigation Arca 
Naviga tion bar is located on the top of the screen. The bar contains main f-ulfillment 
System menu of the system and user can just point-and-click on any of the function 
button in the bar to perform the desired task. 
2. 'Working Arca 
Working area will occupy the whole part bellow the navigation area. It is tht: urea that 
displayt:d the information corresponds to the user's selection on the navigation bar. 
, ., t.dil ..... , . .. "'. .. tWt ·~ 
~cel leom Approvc..;d O rdc..;rs 
l t•I 0t Arrt•••ft 0.4•rt I •• ._ .. ,' l ••Uo.c el C..lr't• .. 
'IYI-- fldr1r11 f LIA1r ~I ru.tJ ', 't• lt1 h I C It l1A111t '"Y I.•r!.vcty Aiu~ 
r .~..Jr CQ.l 11'.12002 H 
r ... ..i. l" •I 1n1. 0C12 H 
I :lol• 1·~ lfl/711M II 
I •I 
FIJ! 111·.: 2. I 
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2.2 Login Module 
F u lli ll m u nl S •s lum 
t..iJI IJ 
J • • ...., • •• 
.::J 
Fi j!IU"C 2.2 Login Page 
I. Wh<.!11 you key in the co1T<.!Ct web site URL (Uniform Resource Locatio11 ), fo r 
example, h.lln)/computema111c/warchouse/logi11.asp, this login page will be displayed 
(Figun: 2.2). 
2. Ent<.!r your Staff ID ancJ password in the Staffl D and Password column then click the 
Login bu tton. 
3. If you hnvc entered a wrong or 11ot complete Staff ID and password. you \\ill hc guide 
to the Rclogin Page to login again (Figure 2.1 ). 
&!..a:r ' ' " a; ., I "ttatt•e 0 
... f " "'- '· ~··· ._.. ~ .. , 
l .' ulfilln H.: 111 S. s tc.;ru 
· ~ 
IM! 
......... ' 
ii •' · f ... Ml .. , J 
Fl~ u n· 2.J 
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4. After entering a correct Staff ID and password, you will bl' ~uidl'd tn thL' hnml'pngc 
(Figure 2.4 ). 
2.3 I lomcpagc 
~lfamr~e- Ml<r.,..afl l fll r rnrt fiq,lot1" -
~eel Team Fulfillment System 
Wr u • I A • I ~m :i:lm•r ., 
Fi~ltrC 2.4 I lomcpagc 
I. The homepage is consisting of two parts, which is the J7ulfi llmcnt System and reports. 
Pick Note and Stock Requisition Form arc the modules for reporting. 
2. You can select the desin.:d part that you ' ish 10 go by cl icking the hypcrlink n1 the 
navigation bar. 
I 0 
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2.4 Approved Orders Page 
1:)Apprund Old., . · Mluoaoll lr•lun• t l 1<ploru 1. 
----- -· ---·--- - -. ------- --- --~~-a 
Approved Orders 
f1tUi.o.uJ ! 1pck Riqm 111m Emmi Loll2lll 
llfl Of Appoovod Oult1• P1od1ll"I• llfllnl o! O.dn 
'fyrr. Rcfocncc Date .S11et1al Oi ·1•1 Pro<I Code 11 = e Q!y Dcl:vcry Agent 
r Sale eQ.1 1/512002 II 
r Sale f2i 
Chtc~ tlfllll 14 lfltc111ta ( Ot f'l tl.ltlC 
Solot•NI I Rno1 I Plckl)y 01opal r 1c;l<by 0l.N:. I Otn,•101o r..~I 
Figure 2.5 Approved Orders Pnge 
I. This is the first module for the Web-enabled f-'ulfi llment System (f-'i gure 2.5). You 
can click the hyperlink above to work on other module such as Order Picking. 
Consolidation, Staging Arca. 0 111 Warehouse and Fulfi lkd. 
2. This Approved Orders Page sho' s all the orders thnt an; approved . These approved 
orders nre routed to the warehouse for fulfi llment process. 
3. The Reference is the Purchase Order number. Dute is the order date and Spccinl 
Dute is the Special Delivery Date. 
4. You can cl ick the Reference to vie\ the products details fo r that order (Figure 2.6). 
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11Approwrd Ordtr• • Mluotoll lnllrrnrt llcpLwer ~ 
Approved Orders 
uJ\ Of Approv•d Ordou 
Type J<.cfcrcncc Da1c S vcc1Al Or ·lcr ProJ C.,,.Jc Name ~I)' Dc~vcry Agtnt 
r !:Ale f v i 11:;12002 II COi !m .. u\ ll.ixrosc-fi I DOOi 
~ r t~cu M i-u;r 
r Sak ~ 1n~0"2 H 
lr.1.MouExp I Micro1~ft 2~ DOO i 
l.n!clliMouie 
Explorer-Silver 
r SAie ~ 1m2002 II 
chock""'" to ulocl II•• fOI prcbng 
Swh1 ~1AJ1 I Rot! I Pier by01op1I Pie• by OLAC I OthvratuPlc~I 
Fi~IU'C 2.6 Order Detai ls 
5. There is four selection criteria where you can use to select the appropriutc orders to 
be pack in one package. These sckction cri teria arc: 
a. Select All 
;.. Select all the orders to generate the pick (Figure 2.7). 
b. Reset 
;.... Unchcck all the selected orders. 
c. Piel< l>y Drops 
;.... Select the orders that have the required quunti ty by the ndministrntor. You can 
enter the quanti ty that you' ant in the tcxtbox given (Figure 2.8). 
d. Pick by DLAC 
).- Select all the orders thnt arc under n particulnr delivery ugcnt in order to pack the 
nrdcrs. You cu111.:11tcr the lklivcry 11l1c111 ID i11 the tcx tbox given (Figur1.: 2.9). 
6. I he systc111 "ill m1to11111t ic11 1l) d1cck the dH.:ckho~ h11..,cd on the ..,dcction cri tcrin 
(Figure 2.10). 
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Ts ... ,. ul~ c1 [1J.,Ar 
IJI I\• • 
/\ppro c.;d ()nJc.;r s 
Figure 2.9 Pick by Dcli vcl) Agent Page 
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7. Afler select the appropriate orders, you can now generate pick hatd\ h> did.ing the 
Generate Piel< button. /\ message wi ll prompt immcdi11tdy w n~k you wht.'t her you 
want to generate batch for the selected products. (Figure 2. 11) 
~ 
Confirm QCneraUng batch for p1ckJng ptoducls? 
Fi ~ 11rc 2. 11 Gcncrnll..! Pick Message 
8. Click Cancel if you do not want to generate pick now. If you have clicked OK button, 
a message will prompt up to tell you that the pick batch has been generated (Figure 
2. 12). 
Pick a.,tch Is oenerated 
Figure 2.1 2 Pick Bntch Generated Message 
9. You arc now siarted to group orders together for the delivery agent to pick the onkrs 
in batch. The system wi ll automatically allocate a warehoust.: thnt has the n.:quin.:cl 
products that you had selected. 
I 0. Th1.: orders that hu v<.: been picked in batch will not be displayed 111 the /\ppro cd 
Orders Page again (Figure2. l 3). 
11. If th<.:re arc no more orders that need to be process in the Approved Orders Page. a 
mcssagt.: will b1.: prompt to inform user to procc1.:d to another page (Figurc2. 14). 
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1jApptovr:d Ordl'H • Hlootofl lntr:rnrt ficplorr:r 
Approved Orders 
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Figure 2. 13 Orders (P07. 1'0 8) thnt have been gcncrnted in batch will 11 0 1 be displayed again . 
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2.5 Order Picking Page 
Order Pick ing 
~"'I'~ I~ II~ I~ I &Jiik:;! .. -· 
Baich 1 lumbrr 
k11r l1 T••t<llls 
Warchoulf L<'C :U.On 
W.arthousc 
-,- -
l.Auticn 
Y.lana 
check <'n ~crn1 10 1dcc1 11cm for upd.tuna 
Ooloto Botch I Pocl ogo I 
Figure 2.15 Order Picking Page 
Ql1A11U!y 
r 
Pr0Jw1 llam• 
l~cro1ofi 
• ln1clllMou1e 
Exploc ci • Bii.~ 
At n1al P1 kr d 
Q\w1111y 
13 
Aciu..I Pocl<cd 
13 
I. This Order Picking Page shows pick batclws that arc in the process of picking. 
2. Select the Batch Numhcr from the drop-down list and cl ick thc Search button 10 
view orders that arc in that pick batch. 
3. By defoult. the system assumes that all thl! products can be picked. If thnt is not 1hc 
cnsc, you can enter the actual picked by click on the W;archousc (Figure 2.16). Tlwn 
you ncc:d to cl ick '\to edit the ac1ual pickl!cL Click ffl' to updatl! thl! database. 
4. If you find that the batch is not suitable. you can dclctl! thl! batch by clicking 1hc 
Delete Batch button. The system wil l prompt a message to confirm the deletion 
(Figurc2. 17). 
VU5ctlpt: D~lc.l 
Con/Inn dolclo b lth 10? 
11 01 ~J Cnnccl 
Fl~un· 2.1 7 
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I' mz;rnm m1r1;1t1In!r111ttigw1ern1,uµ 
-- 1'9f' ' 
·------- - - ~ --~--- --.-----~--- - - - = -------=-=-~--- """"' ..... S\"'tw\ 
Order Picking 
~l:Sh.:c>.. Rc 'l'h"'k· nFh'ml~ 
Bat<h llumticr 13 
Bat<I• Dews 
WMch.:.UH L"CaDon 
W.uehc.urc L<>cuhc.11 
(:II l~IAlll( 
check ~11 otc1111 1c. scktl 11cm fc.1 upJ&llni 
011111111 Boteh I Pot YOQll I 
C 11010! I 
l'rodtKI 
r.o,l1m fTl 
lmM"ul:.111•:: 
Figure 2.16 Products Details 
Humbn c.rth1che1 ~ 
Qu.\nllly AtlUAI Pocked [SJ L.J I lu 
r 10-Ju<1 11..rne •:'11.iJlbl}' Acru.>1 Pocked 
M><rl)S. fl I ) 13 
!nlca.M u•e 
fuq-lorrr Blue 
5. If the batch has been deleced successfully, the delete order wi ll be displayed in the 
Approved Orders Page. 
6. Afler chc products have been picked, you can proceed to another stage by clicking the 
Pnckagc bullon. A message ' il l prompt immediately to confirm the sepnruting 
products for packaging (Figure 2. 18). 
voscrtpt: Package '.rr 
Confirm sep~r&lno product~ of bbtch 8 f ot pacl«<JlnQ? 
Ir OK JI CMCel 
Fi~urc 2. 18 Confirm Pack11gc Message 
7. lh.: system will prompt 11 111css11g1: to inl'nrm th1: user nhout the number of orders thnt 
CUil b1: rullilkd 1111d th1: 1111111hcr ul mtkrs 111111 an: foil (Fig111 1: 2.1 <)). 
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.. ll!I "I 
.. 
O rder P icking 
All 'Xckn have been proceutd •ucceul'ullyl 
0 1, 
Figure 2.19 Message that shows the number of pass and fail orders 
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2.6 Consolidation Page 
'!ltontoLdatton • Murot-olt lnlf'tnd ltcplor•r ~ v:.• 
Consoliaation 
Batch !lumber f8 Seo1ch I 
Type 
r so 
ltcfc1cncc 
StltetAll I Rebt1t1 I __ __, 
0 14u l'OJ lwo l pr...i..-.. 
Con1olido11on 
W&1chw1c 
Locaucm 
St~IUI 
Unmatched 
.... Llt l.?!.l 
Ill 
tia.li.G.U I !•<><k RrmaP:!Ml fgca I Wmll 
tun I•· -
..._ __________________ __,~ 
Figure 2.20 Consolidation Page 
I. Orders that arc picked wi ll be reviewed for consolidation. Consolidation wi ll take 
place if an order has products that can be found in several warchousl.!s. The order wi ll 
have an Unmatched status. 
2. elect the Batch Nu mber rrom thl.! drop-down list and click the Scnrch button to 
vie\ orders that arc in that pick batch. 
3. If the order has an Unmatched status. this order cannot be packaged. It nel.!ds to be 
consolidated (Figure 2.20). You can click the lhfcrcncc to view the order dcinils 
(Figun.: 2.20). 
4. To consolidate the product. you need to click the product that needs to be 
consolidated. A clrop-dcl\ n list for \Vurchousc will he shown. Select the desired 
wnrchouse and then cl ick the Scnrch Locution hullon (Figure 2.2 1 ). 
5. Locution for the selected ' urchousc is displ11yed . Select the desired Location nnd 
then cl il,·ks ( 'onsolltlution hutto11 to stml cowmlidute the prntluct (Fi gure 2.22). 
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6. After consolidate the product, a message will be displnycd to show~ that the product 
is undergoing consolidation. The Consolidation button is disnbk d hccnu$c no other 
product can be consolidates while another product is undergoing consolidntion 
(Pigurc 2.23 ). 
----. . ...... -.-.-----:;-~~-~-a 
Consolidation 
Ar~ I~ I~ I'~ I~ I fl!lrihs! 
Baich Humber 18 Se01cn I 
Type 
r so 
R.tfe1ente 
O.WrPOJ bf ' p1"4 w111 
W11chou1e 
Locauvn 
W&1 t h •;Ul f 
I ocan•··n 
Suru1 
Unmatched 
Figure 2.23 Message for consolidated product 
1 hi• .,, 0<1w1 " 1111•J" '"w•c 
" '"' oU "'°"' 
7. If the order status is Matched. the products do not need to be consolidated 
(Figurc2.24 ). You can now select the order to start packing all the products from the 
warehouse by cl icking the Pncka~c button. A mcssuge will prompt to confirm the 
action of package the orders (Figure 2.25). 
YDScrlpt: Consoltd 
Ir._ _°" __ JI_c_o~ 
Fi~llrl' 2.25 t\ lcN 1ge to w 11li1111 the p11cl-.11ge act ion 
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';lcon.olod.tlon • Ml<rolOll lnltTt•t (Hplor,.. ' 'l! 
--·· -----------------~ - --------- --!'Ila-·- a 
Consolidation 
Baich llumbcr ~ Soo1ch I Number ofBatehcs '.' 
Type Rtferencc S1aru1 
r so fm Matchrd 
r so ~ Matched 
S e ltetAll Ro••••h I Poc~oo• 
Figure 2.24 Orders that can be package (Matched status) 
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2.7 Staging Arca Page 
~~IG1111u1Areo • M11101on lnh"11ot l111llor~r • > 
. - - --- --. ---- --- - - - ,.._,.,._ a 
Staging Aren 
lJtlJiJuJ I :!101l RIR>NIJW?l f!llp I l.Qrn 
~-·I ·~ l~ - 11~ l ·~·I ~6~;.;-:.·· 
R .. dy f or D•~vuy 
Dchvcry Jl.&tlll 
Batch ID 
Scq11mcc !lumber 
From W&1chc.u1c 
I 0002-3 ~.01c11 J 
From Wuchousc Locilll<>n 
P:iymcnl Mcth~·J 
Pr c.d •:ode 
track.Mo'l2 
h od H&tnc TYi c C>rder Rc£ercncc 
Micr-:.106 Trackball Expl.,m -wlu1c SO P04 
Fi~111·c 2.26 Staging Area Pngc 
Tokrn 
I. Products in the Staging area arc ready to be taken by the Delivery Agents. 
2. You can select the Delivery Agent ID rrorn the drop-down list and click the Scn rch 
button to know hO\ many batches an; ready for that particular Deli cry Agent 
(Figure 2.26 ). 
J. tr there is no ready batch for the selected delivery agent , a message wi ll prompt ns 
sho\ n in Figure 2.27. 
4. After that , you can use thl! drop-down list for the Untch ID to view the batch dl!tail. 
Afier sckt.:t the Untch ID. you need to dick the Butch lklnils button to search the 
detail of that butch (Figure 2.26). 
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Figure 2.27 Message 
Staging Area 
• 
No product lJ ready for !Iv.I dclrvtry Agtnt 
OK I 
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Out Warehouse Page 
'.IOUt w .. rt.ou~c . ..... tutofl l nl r u wl f wpli• rr t 
Out Warehouse 
M.lialt I :locl R1qw4!m fpm I~ 
Otd,,t 10 Ii• I U-'rl l>y <l•~Vtry •&•AU 
Dcbvcry Aitrll llumt..cr J>ack-aes 
looo? :::J Storctl I r 
R••dY p•cl•d 0tdtu ro. d1'6v1.ry •&•nt• to d•b•t••4 
Referent~ Typr l'tc. d ,~ode Prod I lame Qty Suwuer 
r P0 7 SO tratld'i!oul Mlcrosofi Traekb.U El<plorcr- 15 MK 
wh11c 
r }' .>I so trar ~ M'>u:.! Mlcro101l Tr1ckball bq:>lorer-
hl.tclt 
r I )Q :c• L4.,I Jtn{.1•1':: lvtau 1)1 n «... .. ·t •Ur u M •·UJ t 
fl~. 
•chttl. 1l•ru _,th R•f•uno U.,..b., to u J•« 0tdt1 fo• up~hllnC 
Solec• .AJI I Rtse• I 
Figure 2.28 0 111 Warehouse Page 
5 MY. 
::o MJ: 
Spct lAl Delivery DAie 
14/ 112002 
1. This page shows all the products that arc already out of the warehouse. 
2. You need to select thl! Delivery Agent ID from the drop-down list and then click the 
Search button to search all the products that had delivered to the customer for thnt 
Deli very Agent (Figure 2.28). 
3. I f there arc no orders that have been sent by the selected delivery agent. a message 
will prompt as shO\ n in Figure 2.29. 
4. Now. you need to select the products thnt arc already out from the ' arehouse and 
n1t111u11lly update thl!m by clicking the Delivered button (Figmc 2.28). A message ' ill 
prompt immediately to confirm tl.u.: action (Figure 2.30). 
VDSulpl: Dcllver,cd P ~ 
Corltrm lh~ lhesc Of der s Oto fl.lllled7 
Cone cl 
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-
...1J.l.l!J 
--~~m---~~--~~-
------------------ --- - ..... 1-- -a 
Out Warehouse 
No packed oider 1J rca<iy for this dcbvny -aen1 
Ot- I 
Figure 2.29 Message to shows thnt the delivery agent sends no batch 
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2.9 Fulfilled Pa~!e 
~ f 1111.tlrd Ordrrt · ~uot. 
------·- --~ ---
Fulfilled Orders 
-
Order Date Type Rcfci encc M•mbcr A ttNllll Ochvcry Ageru :SpeeiAI Del Daic 
1n t2002 SO P06 R.I:. 1)(10) 
1n12002 so P07 CE 0002 
POS CE 0002 
Figure 2.31 Fulfilled Page 
I. This page shows all the orders that arc fu t fi lied. The cri teria for an order to be 
displayed on this page arc that all of the products under that. order must be sent to the 
. 
customer. Partially fulfilled orders will not be displayed hen:. 
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2.10 Pick Note 
-~,- A •• •• 
D11c 112312002 2 48 19 PM 
Balch llwnbcr 1T3 Surch I 
Warchc.usc Cll 
Locouc.n Kllln& 
Protfu(I Code 
lnl.Mc.ubp:.! 
Figure 2.32 Piel.. Note 
Appendix B llscr l\ l.1111ml 
Pick Nole 
~f:J..iU.R1 Rll!A!!•nftmfLill.i..lll. 
Product 11.i.ine •,111.&r1t11y 
MicrOll)ll lnldliJ,fo•ut Eli:plortt ·Blue 13 
.:J 
I. This is the report that shows all the pick batches in the database (Figure 2.32). 
2. You need to select the Batch Number from the drop-down list to view the details of 
that Butch Number. 
3. Click the Search button after you have select the Batch Number. 
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2.11 Stock RcquisHion Form 
11 ~11f • H1u otolt lntem•t I 
~cellean 
BatchID 
Scqucn< c 
Delivery Aacnt 
From Wlllehouse 
Frc-m W .ueh ,use 
Loca11 n 
T., Wiurh'luse 
To WArchousc Loc a11011 
Product Code 
tackH •U2 
Stock Requisition Fonn 
r8 S101Ch I 
001 
0001 
NII 
Oalalcon11 
P1<>duc111.iznr 1~ 
Mic1010AT1.ackball Exptom \iladr. 5 
Figure 2.33 Swck Requisition Forni 
Appcndh n User l.mu.ll 
..:.J 
I. This is the report that shows the current and transfer warehouse and location for a 
particular pick batch. 
2. You need lo select the Batch ID l'rom the drop-down list to 1c\\ the details of that 
Uatch ID. 
2.12 Logout 
If you want to logout. you cnn click the LoJ!out link.' hich is 0 11 top of every page. 
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